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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, June 28, 1973

In Our 94th Year
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A 24-year-old Paducah man
has been charged in the stabbing death of Mrs: Clara
O'Bryan, 22, of Marshall
County, according to Marshall
County Sheriff Sam Myers.
Myers said that Gary Lee
Riley has been charged with
murder and is being held
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WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Nixon administration, alarmed
at soaring livestock feed costs
has ordered an immediate embargo on further exports of
high-protein soybeans and other
oilseed products.
"This is a drastic action,"
Agriculture Secretary Earl L
Butz told a news conference
Wednesday. "It was not taken
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Seems as though we do not
have just regular rains
anymore. They all have to be
frog strangling gulley washers.
Our gutters normally carry
rain water, but it seems that
nearly every rain we've had
lately pours over the gutter
from end to end.
"Few men are more to be
shunned than those who have
time but know not how to improve it, and so, spend it in
wasting the time of their neighbors, talking forever though
they
nothing
have
to
say"....Tyrone Edwards.
We were reading somewhere
how to tie a bow tie, which
Mins _to Is coming back.
Here's bye.** de it.
1. Plaee **band under your
shirt collar and cross the left
side over the right side.
2. Pull the left end under and
over, forming a knot.
1. Fold the left secion of the tie
In half, in the shape of a bow.
4. Bring the right hand section
up under the chin.
5. Now bring the long right
hand section forward over the
knot and folded portion.
6. Push the long section under
the folded part with your thumb
or index finger.
7. Push thru up toward the
left, in front of the orginal knot,
(See Seen & Heard,Page 14)

The Weather
Today, partly cloudy and
very warm, high temperatures
in the mid and upper 93s.
Tonight, fair and a little cooler, lows in the low and mid 60s.
Friday, partly cloudy, very
warm but less humid, highs in
the upper 80s
Winds, west to northwesterly
eight to 12 miles per hour today, diminishing to less than
six miles per hour tonight.
Outlook for Saturday, partly
cloudy and warm.
Precipitation probabilities, 10
per cent today, 10 per cent
tonight, and 10 per cent Friday

report that the oamage was actually caused bye einiado, however residents of the
area reported yesterday afternoon that they beard a loud roar. The Wednesday
afternoon storm dumped .94 inches of rain on Cafliwey County.
Photo By Gene McCutcheon

Two Cars Receive
Weather Calm After Damage
In Accident
Storms on Wednesday
Authorities reported
the
weather was calm around the
state early Thursday morning,
after tornadoes and heavy thunderstorms in scattered parts of
the the state Wednesday caused
property damage and at least
one injury.
State Police said Tildon Richardson of Cannier in Hart
County was injured when a torKenneth Hoover
nado touched down Wednesday
afternoon, causing part of a
wall to collapse in a house he
was constructing.
He was in fair condition in
the intensive care unit of a
Louisville hospital.
Vernon Harlow, also of Canmer, was slightly injured when
high winds pulled him from a
garage and rolled him across
The Williams Chapel Gnurcn the ground.
of Christ, located at Lynn
High winds in the same area
Grove, will hold a gospel also unroofed the Gilled Church
meeting starting Monday, July In Canmer and downed all pow2, and continuing through er and communication lines in
Sunday, July 8, with the speaker the small town. Several mobile
being Bro. Kenneth Hoover, homes were destroyed, and the
director of the West Kentucky roofs of 10 houses reportedly
School of Bible Knowledge.
were blown off.
Services will be held at three
Police sealed off Kentucky 31p.m. and eight p.m. each day E near Harciyville and rerouted
with the song services to be traffic onto Kentucky 3I-W.
conducted by Brother David
For the second time in two
Clayton.
Bro. Hoover is now serving as Dexter-Hardin Church
minister of the llth and Olive
Street Church of Christ, Benton. Plans Supper, Singing
He has served as regular
A ham hock and bean supper
preacher at several Churches of
Christ in the community and will be held at the DexterHardin United Methodist
nearby states.
The guest speaker, a native of Church on Friday, June 7S, with
Calvert City, gruaduated from serving to start at 5:45 p.m. The
School, church is located between
Tilghman
High
Paducah, received his third Dexter and Hardin on U.S.
year certificate of achievement Highway 641 North.
Following the supper a gospel
in Bible from Frxd-Hardeman
College, attended Eastern singing will be held including the
Kentucky University, and following groups: New Roeder,
received his B.S. from Murray Neighbor Quartet, and BuMac
State University where he later Boys.
The public is invited to atdid graduate study.
A member of the Kiwanis tend, a church spokesman said.
Club, Bro. Hoover serves on the
Alumni
Board of Freed- Freewill Baptist Church
Hardeman College, as chiarman of the Marshall County To Hear Dorothy Stepp
Committee on the Aging, and
A special program will be
has averaged five hundred
speaking engagements per year held at the F1eee#W Baptist
since 1956. He is married to the Church in Murray on Sunday.
former Sue Birdeon of Bandana July I, at 2:30 p.m.
Featured on the program will
and they have two children,
be Dorothy Stepp and her group
Kenny Lee and Gwendolyn.
The public is invited to attend from Hopirinsville.
the services at Williams Chapel,
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman sakL
a church spokesman said.

Williams Chapel
Church Plans
Gospel Meet

without bond at an undisclosed Paducah regraded that she had
location out of Marshall County. bow stabbed IS dune and had
Marshall County coroner Jess boo severely beaten.
Collier said that Mrs. O'Bryan
Mrs. O'Bryan was six months
had been stabbed several times pregnant, Myers said. She had
in the chest and abdomen and one other son, Johnny, who was
had Ulcerations all over her 2/
1
2.
body. Sheriff Myers said an
Mrs. O'Bryan's body, nearly
autopsy performed last night in nude, was reportedly found in a
pool of blood on the floor of a
back bedroom at her home in
the Monkey Den community of
'Marshall County, about 3/
1
2
miles from the Calloway County
line. The incident occurred
between ten and eleven a.m
The order was issued by Wednesday. Myers said.
Commerce Secretary Frederick
According to authorizies,
B. Dent, who said that the em- Mrs. O'Bryan had planned to go
bargo would last at least until on a picnic with her mother,
new crops of soybeans and cot- Mrs. Reese (Mutt) York, and
tonseed, also covered, are har- other relatives. When she did
vested next fall.
not arrive, the Yorks drove to
Directors of the Chicago her home and found the body.
Board of Trade today halted Sheriff Myers reported that the
trading for the day in soybeans, autopsy indicated she had not
soybean oil and soybean meal been raped.
for future delivery. Traders atMyers said that Riley was
tributed the move to the export arrested at a nearby house
embargo. Other commodities shortly after Mrs. O'Bryan's
(See ED)Nino.Page 14)
I See Stabbing, Page 14)

Embargo Ordered on
Export of Soybeans

low

STORM DESTROYS POTTERY SHOP—High winds of tornadic velocity
knocked down three walls and the roof from this pottery shop owned by Shirley
Nance at Stella Wednesday afternoon. The winds carried the roof about 191 yards
from the building, across highway 121. Weather officials had not confirmed the
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TWO SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
codeine a regular section of 14
pages phis an II-page, full color,
tabloid section for Crass Fnrattar°.

One accident was reported to
the Murray City Police
years, the Strington Christian yesterday.
Church in Grant County was
Two cars were involved in a
leveled by fire. Lightening collision on West Main at 5:20
struck the rear of the structure, p.m.
causing the blaze.
Police reports said that a 1966
Two residences at Howard two door driven by Margaret
Mills near Mount Sterling were Key Crawford of Murray Route
heavily damageci by lightening- Seven was backing north out of
triggered fires.
a driveway and apparently
State Police said they re- backed too far on to the highceived reports that tornadoes way.
touched down near Cropper in
The Crawford vehicle then
Shelby County and six miles backed into the oncoming path
west of Crab Orchard in Powell of a car driven byP Robert Louis
County. There were no reports Burke of 1508 Chaucer Drive,
of injuries or property damage police officers said.
in Shelby County.
Investigating officers said
Police at Stanford said there that the Burke car had damage
were no personal injuries to the right side while the
caused by the touchdown in Crawford vehicle received
Powell County, but it appeared damage to the right rear.
a house trailer was destroyed
A storm that struck Louisville Wednesday afternoon was
the second in about 12 hours. It
caused widespread but scattered power failures, and upA car wash will be held by the
rooted and cracked numerous
Varsity
Cheerleaders of
trees.
Calloway County High School on
Saturday, June 30, from nine
a.m. to five p.m. at the J. & S.
Wishy Washy Car Wash on
Story Avenue just off South 12th
Revival services will be held Street.
at the Good Shepbeld United
The charge will be
—Wilt to
Methodist Church, located on clean the inside and outside of
Highway 121, South (New the car, and $1.50 for the outConcord Road), starting Sun- side of the car only. Proceeds
day, Jaly 1, and continuing will be used to help defray
through Friday, July 6.
expenses for the girls to attend
Rev. A.H. McLeod,Jr., pastor the cheerleader camp.
of the South Pleasant Grove
Calloway Varsity CheerleaUnited Methodist Church, will ders are Lynn Erwin, Juana
be the speaker for the services Stockdale, Vicky Butterworth,
to be held at 7:45 p.m. each Mary Beth Hays, Kathie
night.
Broach, and Peggy Rogers.
The public is invited to attend, Mrs. Sue Outland is the
according to a church cheerleader coach at Calloway
spokesman.
H1811.

Cheerleaders Plan
Car Wash Saturday

Good Shepherd To
Hold Revival Meet

Grace Baptists To
Hold Homecoming
The Grace Baptist Church,
located on South 9th Street
Extended, Murray, will have a
homecoming on Sunday, July 1,
with Sunday School at 9:45
a.m, and worship services at
10:45 a.m.
At the noon hour a basket
lunch will be served followed by
singing in the afternoon with
Leland Peeler in charge
Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor of
the church, invites the public to
attend the church homecoming.

Butz said, however, that the
embargo—directed mainly at
soybeans—would not reduce
their exports greatly. Be estimated that about 30 nithion
bushels of soybeans probably
would be saved by the embargo, a quantity he said might be
worth $300 million at current
prices.
Time Is short! There are only
One official said that a savings of 30 million bushels of two weeks left for Calloway
soybeans represents less than a County Fernier,to certify their
two weeks supply for US. crop and farm program acres at
the Agricultural Stabilization
users.
Sales to foreign markets from and Conservation Service
the 1972 soybean crop Were (AS(S) Office.
Final date for certifying is
roughly 450 million bushels.
July 15, reminds Glen C.
Crawford, chairman of the
Calloway ASC County Committee, who also suggests that
farmers have their cropland
measured and staked so they
will know for sure they are not
over or under-planting their
intentions
"Certification is not comThe Murray-Calloway County plicated," Crawford said.
Jaycees will sponsor the Carson "After a producer plants his
and Barnes Wild Animal Circus crops, he goes to the ASCS
on Saturday, Sept. 15, with County Office and signs cerproceeds to go toward com- tification papers which indicate
munity projects of the civic his planted acres of program
group.
crops."
The circus features five rings
with 20 elephants under a "Big
Wrong Freezer
Top" that seats 3,000. PerTbe ice cream freezer in the
formances will be at 4:30 and 8 Big K advertisement yesterday
p.m.
Indicated the incorrect model
Proceeds from the circus will freezer. The correct model is a
be used by the local Jaycees in band cranked freezer, not one
helping the community with equipped with an electric
five major programs: highway motor.
and traffic safety, city park
CORRECTION
improvements, governmental
In Parker's Food Market
affairs, city beautification, and
advertisement in Wednesday's
youth programs.
Local Jaycees are soliciting Ledger & Times, the coupon for
area businesses by telephone Alcoa Foil should have listed
for advance children's tickets at the price as $.49 per roll rather
than 2 for $.49.
this time.

Farm Program Certification
Deadline Is Two Weeks Away

Jaycees To
Sponsor Circus
September 15

In certifying, the producer
also indicates the amount of setaside land he has and that this
land is as productive as his
planted acreage. "In other
words," Crawford said, "if the
average production of the land
is 80 bushels of corn to the acre,
the set-aside land must also be
as productive."
If the farmer wants to hay or
graze his set-aside land, he
should tell the county office
when he certifies. If he decides
he wants to hay or graze the setaside later (after certification
he also should notify the ASCS
county
office.
Set-aside
payments are reduced when the
land is used for haying or
grazing, and failure to notify the
county office could result in loss
of this payment, he said. The
producer must also maintain
(See Deadline,Page 14)

Vandalism Reported
At Sykes Residence
Vandalism was reported to
the Murray City Police Wednesday at 10:20 a.m. by Max
Sykes of Gatesboro Circle.
Policemen said that juveniles
had entered the Sykes home and
had set off firecrackers in the
house Some rugs were reported
to be damaged.
The damage was estimated at
approximately $50

r

BOATWRIGHT REUNION
The Boatwright family
reunion will be held Sunday.
July 1, following church services at the Community Room
of the Murray Federal Savings
and Loan building, Main and
7th Streets. All relatives and
friends are invited.
CORRECTION
The
correct
telephone
number of Boyd & Woodward
Maintenance, Inc. is 436-2403.
The number listed in the advertisement Tuesday is incorrect.

MURRAY STATE HISTORY: Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, center, and Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller, right, have received the second and third hard-back copies of Dr Ralph H. Woods'
history of the find half-century at Murray State University. Making the presentation is Murray State
President Harry M.Sparks. The book is now available at the University Bookstore and at the Alumni
4ssociation office in the Administration Building.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley
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Watergate may be
a GOP plus in '76
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

By JOHN PINKEJtMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
As the Watergate Senate inquiry drones on it is becoming
apparent that the Democrats
missed the boat insofar as
1976 presidential election•
strategy is concerned. In fact,
paradoxically and amazingly,
the Republicans may be the
ones to gain when the '76 race
takes shape.
President Nixon will be
gone and the candidate likely
will be selected from those
who are "clean" and untouched by Watergate. Incumbent Republicans, perhaps even incumbent Democrats, will be damaged in the
1974 congressional elections.
There is evidence of this already in recent municipal
elections. Mayor Sam Yorty
of Los Angeles, defeated for a
fifth term by black Councilman Thomas Bradley, complained that part of the reason
for his trouncing was suspicion of incumbents everywhere trickling down from
Watergate.
In 1976, however, there will
be no incumbent running for
president. Mr. Nixon and anybody close to him may be discredited for some years to
come, but those who have not
been part of the Watergate
problem will be in good shape.
In fact, some who have presided over clean and efficient
state governments may have
a "Mr. Clean" image that will
help them considerably in the
fight for nomination and election.
And, this is where the
Democrats were either plain
stupid or completely nonpartisan and honorable in the
extreme when they selected
their membership on the Senate select committee investigating Watergate. Had they
placed one of their bright, new
faces on the committee this
man could have captured national TV attention worth millions of campaign dollars —
and all free.
But, who do they have on
the committee? Seventy-sixyear-old committee Chairman Sam Ervin of North
Carolina is fair and he is respected, but he never was and
never will be a candidate for
the White House.
Sen. Herman Talmadge of
Georgia is 59 but has a waning
interest in politics, no ambitions and no charisma even if
he did have ambitions.
Sen. Joseph Montoya of
New Mexico carries no political weight of any consequence. Neither does hardworking Sen. Daniel Inouye of
Hawaii, even though he is one
of the toughest questioners in
the inquiry. The Democrats
hardly could have picked four
men with less impact on the
'76 election.
The Republicans did far
better with one of their three
selections. Sen. Howard Baker Jr., 47, of Tennessee is one
of the golden boys of the inquiry. He appears honest,
tough in his quest for the truth
and popular among the millions watching the quiz on
television.
"He's one of the best new
faces we've got," one Washington GOP leader said as he
bemoaned sinking White
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Picostcoo
Murray Fire Chief Flavil Robertson was the
speaker at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held yesterday.
, Rev. L. V. Henson who served as pastor of the
Salem Baptist Church for thirty-one years, will
speak there on Sunday morning.
Rev. and Mrs. John Sutton are now working with
the Methodist Church in its mission program at
Athens, Greece. Mrs. Sutton is the former Ann Eva
Gibbs of Murry.
Miss Anna Story and Miss Marsha Burpoe of the
Vest Fork Baptist Church Girls Auxiliary attended
the National GA convention held at Memphis, Tenn.

SHREDDER
WATERGATE TREND

Constitution gets attention
Deaths reported are Tildon Edwards, age 76, and
W. B. McReynolds, age 69, both today, and Euin L.
Douglas, age 66, yesterday.
Men in Service notes: Pvt. William Hopkins is
- serving at Ladd Air Force Base, Alaska; Ralph V.
Horton, boilerman third class, USN, is serving
aboard the anti-aircraft cruiser USS Juneau in the
Mediterranean.
". Joe Ward, staff artist with the Baptist Sunday
School Board, Nashville, Tenn., and son of Mrs.
, Ethel Ward of Murray, is pictured at the open house
held by the board.
Mrs. R M. Bergman and Miss Virginia Hay of
Hazard are the guests of their sister, Mrs. Ed
- •
Filbeck, 602 West Main Street, Murray.

111
4 ible

Thoughtfor Today

I am the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac,
and the God of Jacob. God is not the God of the dead,
but of the living.—Matthew 22:32.

God is faithful to us generation after generation.
He is sovereign over life and death.

isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet, Jr.
It is the resourceful person who understands

necessity and how to deal with it; like the man who
will stand and fight when he has to and who, when he
has to, will run away to stand and fight somebody
smaller, like the Democrats.
"Some have been thought brave because

they were afraid to run away."
—Thomas Fuller

A significant new trend in the national Watergate dialogue, partially
obscured by rhetoric in the media,is
the increasing attention that is given
toi the Constitution of the United
States of America.
The constitutional division of powers between judicial and legislative
branches of government, for example, was very much in the forefront
when Special Prosecutor Archibald
Cox asked Sen. Sam Ervin to hold in
abeyance, or tone down, Senate
hearings on Watergate until judicial
proceedings were completed.
Sen. Ervin, who prides himself on
being a constitutional- authority, insisted that a judge could not tell the
Senate what to do. The judge in
question, John J. Sirica of the federal District Court, said that he could
not ask Sen. Ervin to cease committee hearings because this would be
a judicial "assumption of power not
possessed by the court."

Finally, Rep. Bella Abzug, who
apparently wants to get the House of
Representatives deeper into the Watergate act, suggested that the lower
body also should organize an investigating committee. After all, she
said, the Constitution gives the
House the sole power of impeachment.
The attention that is being given to
the Constitution is all to the good.
Unfortunately, not enough focus is
visible on those aspects of the Constitution that speak to the rights of
individuals.
Every school child knows, for example, that anybody brought before
the bar of justice is presumed innocent until proven otherwise. Each
man charged with a crime is entitled
to face his accuser, to a speedy trial,

a hearing before a jury of his peers
— and even the right to refuse to talk
at all if he believes that speech
would endanger his own freedom.
In the Watergate case, justice is
not served when a judge imposes excessive sentences to force confessions, when a person without immunity is compelled to incriminate
himself before immense television
audiences, when a defendant is put
into the position of either being in
contempt of Congress for refusing to
talk — or putting his own trial on a
separate matter in jeopardy, if he
does testify, Nor, for that matter,
would law be served if men who are
guilty of common burglary, conspiracy to evade justice or violation of
campaign spending laws are allowed to go free because of Senate
committee proceedings.
Judge Sirica may be correct in assuming that the Constitution would
not permit him to dictate to a Senate
committee. On the other hand,
judges do have far-reaching authority over the conduct of witnesses
who will appear before their courts.
As the presiding jurist in the Watergate case, we believe that it is the
first duty of Judge Sirica to assure
impeccably proper procedures, and
conduct beyond reproach, in order
that the truth emerges and that
those who are guilty of crimes go to
jail.
In time, Watergate will fade into
memory like Teapot Dome, vicuna
coats, five percenters and the whiskey scandals of the Great era.
The law, however, will be with us
as long as we are a nation. We will
not serve it if we bend it to serve
contemporary ends.

House prestige brought on by
Watergate.
It would surprise nobody if
Baker were launched into the
vice presidential candidacy
by the bugging mess; and
television could even vault
him into the top place on the
1976 ticket — a nationally
known "Mr. Clean."
Without a Watergate inquiry, figure who comes out
well in public image, who do
the Democrats have to beat a
GOP battered considerably
by the Nixon administration's
role in Watergate? They have
the same old tired faces —
Sens. Hubert Humphrey, Edmund Muskie, Henry Jackson
and George McGovern. But,
you say, what about Sen. Edward Kennedy? Doesn't Watergate blot out the memory
of Kennedy's Night at Chappaquiddick?
It would seem that Kennedy
gains almost nothing from
Watergate. The Democrats
need somebody who can keep
reminding the public of Watergate and its attachment to
the Republicans, even though
it was not the Republican
Party but those in the Nixon
inner circle who were implicated in the burglary at
Democratic National Headquarters.
As one Republican said,
"How in hell can Kennedy
with his own disgrace as a
background) be moralistic
about Watergate?"
All this leaves the Demo
crats a bit threadbare for
1976. Meanwhile, the Republicans have the Baker possibility and they have many others. There is Vice President
Spiro Agnew, for one. He
should be thanking his lucky
stars today and consider that
the anguish of being "left out"
by Mr. Nixon and Nixon's
men was a real blessing. He
still has a solid conservative
constituency of his own and he
is not vulnerable, even by association, on Watergate.
Leaving out Texas' John
Connally, Democrat turned

In other business before the
Board, W. R. Tappan,
President, said: ' "The Company has absorbed material
price increases that were being
charged under the more relaxed
Phase III Price Control
program. This has resulted in
cost pressures which will cause
second quarter 1973 earnings to
fall short of last year's reported
50 cents per share during the
comparable period."
Tappan said that second
quarter earnings would also be
affected by the non-recurring
cost of closing the Williamsport,
Pennsylvania kitchen cabinet
facility. He said that a reserve
of ;200,000, net of taxes, had
been established to cover the
cost of closing and moving the
business to the Company's

Richmond, Indiana factory. It
was indicated that operating
economies should recover the
loss in less than a year and that
the loss would also be reduced
when the modern 150,000 square
foot plant is sold.
Tappan further advised
Directors that: "Incoming
order and shipping rates continue to be strong and the
or
Company has equalled
bettered industry growth
patterns in most appliance
categories." He stated that
sales levels for the second
quarter of 1973 and for the year,
are expected to be well ahead of
1972.
"We have successfully
completed the move of our
dishwasher production from
the Mansfield. Ohio plant to our
Los Angeles, California facility,
and are well along in the installation of our .w microwave
oven assembly department in
the space newly provided at the
Mansfield location. Production
of the counte •'op microwave
ovens will begin this summer,
and it is expected that the
Company's approximately $5
million commitment to this
program will add substantially
to our sales volumes in the
balance of 1973, and beyond,"
continued Mr Tappan.

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

Rockefeller perhaps is in
even better shape. He could
gain tremendously from Watergate. He is in his fourth
term as governor and likely
will run again in 1974. He has
a reputation of knowing how
to run what he's in charge of
— New York state or the
United States. He, too, has
had a clean administration,
generally, and he could appeal to both politicians and
voters who think what us
needed in the White House today more than anything else
is a man who "can take
charge and run things."
The White House situation
today might be compared to
the play of the New York Mets
baseball team a few years
back, play that caused the incomparable Casey Stengel to
ask, with straight face,
"Don't nobody here know how
to olay this game?"
In any event, the Republicans are in far better shape
for 1976 than might be readily
apparent. And, the Demo
crats missed a golden opportunity in selection of respected but lackluster members of the Ervin committee.
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COSSEY
A baby girl, .7
weighing six pot
ounces, was born
Mrs. Kenneth Cies
Route Three on M
18, at 5:25 a.m. at
Calloway County F
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Ifs The New
be used to support local comDriuldng Drivers
About half of the estimated munity programs emphasizing
56,000 people who will be a coordinated approach.
killed in traffic accidents this
Such an approach involves
year either will have been drink- first identifying the - problem
ing themselves or will be the drinker-driver and then steering
victims of an intoxicated driver. him into rehabilitation proWhat is more important is grams, meanwhile keeping him
the fact that about two of every off the highway, at least until
three alcohol-related deaths on he solves his
alcohol problem.
the roads will be caused by a
The community efforts are
small fraction of drivers.
This is the seven percent (an called Alcohol Safety Action
estimated figure) who habitually Projects and the Department
of Transportation has approved
drive while drunk.
These are the heavy-escape some 33 of them throughout
drinkers and alcoholic persons. the country, with the largest
They don't respond to the -If being a three-and-one-half-year
you drive, don't drink" ap- program in Los Angeles Counpeals. Penalties don't seem to
ty, California.
have an effect, either. The U.S.
Department of Transportation
FOOD CONSUMPTION
estimates that 80 percent of the
The volume of food eaten
drivers whose licenses have been
per person will hit a new high
suspended or revoked for repeated drunk-driving offenses in 1973, according to General
Foods, up 7 per cent from 10
continue to drive anyway.
Thats why the Department, years ago.
in a joint effort with the National Institute on Alcohol
WELFARE BITE
Abuse and Alcoholism, a comOf the $171 billion spent for
ponent of HEW's National In- social welfare in fiscal 1971 by
stitute of Mental Health, has federal, state and local
govunder way a seven-year pro- ernments, more
than half, or
gram to try new approaches.
$92 billion, came from federal
More than S80,000,000 will
taxes.
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DEAR ABBY
tant in a bowling
together and we I
told me his siste
very good week
deposit in the bai
that I would give
market.
The next day
witnesses], and
receipt or anythin
We agreed th
SG-So—half for him
about stocks, and
Then I starte
kept in touch wit
the stock remain
return my money
You guessed
anything as I had
I went to thre
up to experience

Republican, because there is
basic distrust of his freewheeling and big-dealing tactics, the GOP has two other
powerful figures. Both have
powerful bases and both can
campaign on clean records
and a slogan'similar to that of
President Dwight Eisenhower
in 1952 — "Let's clean up the
mess in Washington." These
two are Gov. Ronald Reagan
of California and Gov. Nelson

it•-•Proi. Int, 753 3314
The Board of Directors of The
Tappan Company, Mansfield,
Ohio, at its regular meeting
recently elected Niles H.
Hammink to fill a vacancy on
the Board.
Harnmink is President and
Chief Executive Officer of Scott
and
Fetzer
Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, which Company had sales of $223,000;980
with net income of $17,723,000 in
Its last fiscal year.

Rockefeller of New York.
Reagan could be the darling
of GOP conservatives enraged as demonstrated by the
straight talk of Sen. Barry
Goldwater on Watergate.
Reagan has done a good job in
Sacramento. He has not been
touched by scandal and his
administration generally has
been an efficient one. Long
ago he said he would not run
for a third term as governor,
but he did not rule out seeking
another office.

"THUNDER ROAD"
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1st Every Mite
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Sills-Paschall Vows To Be Read

Doesn't want to apply
for daughter's hand
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Cindee and I want to get married, but
we have one small problem. Her father. He wants to be
sure I will be a good provider. He is the personnel manager
of a large company and he says before he decides, I will
have to submit three letters of recommendation.
I know this sounds silly, but he is serious. I don't think
getting married should be like applying for a job.
I feel certain I can support a wife but I don't think I
should have to dig up any references. What should I do?
APPLICANT IN SEATTLE
DEAR APPLICANT: Would Clndee's father have submitted to such mumbo-jumbo to win her mother! After all,
you're not marrying Boeing Aircraft. If you want Chide.
and Chidee wants you land you're old enough I. tell her dad
you'll do your best to support his daughter but the letters of
Mi—
nkidation are out.
DEAR ABBY: Several months ago I was seriously
injured in an accident. While still in the hospital and in
such shape I was wondering whether I'd pull thru, I received flowers from the owners of a local funeral home! I
can't tell you how this depressed me.
A few days later, these two morticians and their wives
came to the hospital to visit me I knew these people only
slightly and had never socialized with them.
I think trying to drum up business this way is in very
poor taste. I can't imagine what other reason they would
have for sending flowers and visiting me.
How do you feel about morticians hustling prospective
customers this way?
ANGRY
DEAR ANGRY: Such hucksterism would annoy the
Funeral Directors Association more than it depressed you.
For your convenience, their address is 135 W. Wells SL,
Milwaukee, Wis. 53213. The ethical morticians would appreciate it if you'd report these duds.

DEAR

ABBY: About two years ago I met an accountant in a bowling alley. Every night we'd have a few beers
together and we became good friends. One night my friend
told me his sister had invested in some stocks and had a
very good week financially. Since I was going to make a
deposit in the bank the next day, I suggested to my friend
that I would give him 81,000 instead to invest in the stock
market.
The next day I gave him $1,000 in cash, in my car [no
witnesses], and since we were friends I didn't ask for a
receipt or anything.
• •
We agreed that we would split the profit from the stock
50-50--half for hires because be was an accountant and knew
about stocks, and half for me because it was my money.
Then I started to work nights and couldn't bowl, but I
kept in touch with him by phone. After a year and a half,
the stock remained the same, so I told him to sell it and
return my money.
You guessed it. I was stuck! He said I couldn't prove
anything as I had no receipt.
I went to three lawyers and they all told me to chalk it
up to experience Can you help me get my money back?
STUCK IN AMSTERDAM
DEAR STUCK: If three lawyers told you the same
thing, you had better believe it. It seems a pity that you
have to suffer such a grave injustice, but without some
proof of the transaction you are indeed stuck.

(Love Studio Photo)

Miss Laura Dene Sills
Rev. and Mrs. Terry M. Sills of Murray Route Seven announce
the engagment of their oldest daughter, Laura Dene, to Mark
Paschall. son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy M. Paschall, also of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke of Puryear, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Terry L. Sills of
Benton Route Six. Her great grandmother is Mrs. Ella Morris of
Puryear. Tenn. The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Clara
Paschall of Murray Route Four.
Miss Sills is employed by Boone Laundry and Cleaners. A 1972
graduate of Calloway County High School, she has completed
her freshman year at Murray State University working tolltird a
degree in business education.
Mr. Paschall is self employed and will return to Murray State
University this fall where he will major in agriculture. He is also a
1972 graduate of Calloway County High School.
An August 3rd wedding is being planned.

Thursday, June 28
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a business metting at the
club at seven p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, June 29
A ham hock and bean supper
will be served at the DexterHardin United
Methodist
Church starting at 5:45 p.m.
Following the supper a gospel
singing will be held with several
special groups present.

Members of the Golden Age
Club will meet at the First
United Methodist Church at ten
a.m. to go by private cars to
Kenlake State Park for a picnic.
COSSEY GIRL
ROBINSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Robinson Each member is asked to bring
A baby girl, Jill Lavone,
weighing six pounds twelve of Route One, Puryear, Tenn., a picnic lunch.
ounces, was born to Mr. and are the parents of a baby girl, •
Saturday, June 30
Mrs. Kenneth Onssey of Murray Heather Leigh, weighing six
The Singing Clark's Family
/
2 ounces, born on
Route Three on Monday, June pounds 131
will be featured at the night -18, at 5:25 a.m. at the Murray- Saturday, June 16, at 7:51 p.m.
gospel singing at the Frank
Calloway County Hospital.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Harris Open Air Gospel Singing
They have one son, Ken, age Hospital.
Drive-In, located six miles east
at
the
employed
The father is
three. The father is employed at
of the Tappan of Hardin on Highway 80.
Division
Murray
the Murray Division of the
Company.
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
The Oaks Country Club will
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robinson and Mr.
Mrs John Cossey of Murray and Mrs. Harold Ray, all of have its breakfast at the club at
and Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Route One, Puryear, Tenn. 7:30 a.m. with Della Boggess,
Boggess of Dexter Route One. Great grandparents are Mrs. Emma Lou Story, Darlene
Great grandparents are Mr. Denise Lamb and Mr. and Mrs. Ford, and Joyce Mohon as
and Mrs. Dock Boggess and Andrew Osborn, all of Murray, hostesses.
Mrs. Eva Ahart, all of Murray Mrs. Fannie Owens of Hazel,
Route, Mr. and Mrs. Galon and Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Disabled American Veterans
Miller of Dexter Route One, and Robinson of Route One, will have a forget-me-not sale in
Mrs. Lena Dunn of Cadiz.
Puryear, Tenn.
the city of Murray.
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Cherry-Kemp Engagement

Lusanne Lilly
Honored With
Lovely Luncheon
The lovely home of Mrs. H.L.
Oakley, Olive Boulevard, was
the scene of the bridal lunchon
held in honor of Miss Lusanne
Craddock LWy, July 7th brideelect of Dr. Thomas Aaron
McKenzie III, on Thursday,
June 21, at noon.
Assisting Mrs:Oakley in the
hostesses' duties were Mrs. J.D.
Rayburn and Mrs. Douglas
Wallace.
The bride-elect was presented
a white carnation corsage with
yellow ribbon which matched
the yellow and white houndstooth knit two piece dress with
white collar and cuffs which she
wore for the occasion.
Her mother, Mrs. George
Truett Lilly, was attired in an
Italian blue knit dress and was
presented a white corsage by
the hostesses.
The large dining table was
centered with a beautiful
arrangement of roses and
summer flowers. Card tables
had miniature arrangements
similar to the large table in
miniature bowls. Place cards
marked each place.
A delicious luncheon was
served to the honoree, her
mother, the sixteen guests, and
the three hostesses. Mrs. A.W.
Russell gave the blessing.
The house was decorated
roses,
with
throughout
magnolias, and other summer
hostesses
The
flowers.
presented the honoree with a
beautiful silver chafing dish as
a wedding gift.

The Barnett Reunion will be
held at Shelter No. 1, Murray
City Park, at noon. All friends
and relatives are invited to
attend.
Monday, July 2
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey at
7.30 p.m. with Mrs. Olga
Freeman giving the program
on "literature,In Our Lives."

Plans Completed By..
Rosemary Scott For
Her Friday Wedding
Plans have been completed
for the wedding of Miss
Rosemary Scott and David
Graham.
The vows will be read on
Friday, June n,at four o'clock
in the afternoon in the sanctuary of the First United
Methodist Church, instead of
Hale's Chapel as previously
announced.
Dr. James A. Fisher will
perform the double ring
ceremony. Mrs. Richard
Farrell will serve as organist
and the soloist for the occasion
will be Hugh Griffith. Master
Kevin Shahan will act as
acolyte.
Miss Scott has chosen Mrs.
Jeffrey Chase as her matron of
honor and Mrs. Larry Ragsdale
as bridesmaid.
Jerry Graham, brother of the
groom-elect will serve as best
man. Ushers will be Johnny
Scott, brother of the bride-elect
and Stewart Phillips
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
home of the bride-ele'
grandmother, Mrs. G. B. Sc. ,
Sr., at 714 Main Street.
All friends anti relatives are
cordially invited to attend both
the wedding and receptiorr.-

111Irs. J. B. Sorban%

. ..

Phone 713-(517 of 113•41141

...
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Birthday
Celebration

Photo by David Hill

Miss Cynthia Annette Cherry

June 30-July 4

Mr. and Mrs. William N. Chet ry announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their youngest daughter, Cynthia Annette, to Stephen Dale Kemp, son of Mr.and Mrs. Charles Kemp.
The bride-elect is attending Murray High School where she will
be a senior this fall. The groom-elect attended Calloway County
High School and will be employed by Emerson Electric, Paris,
Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 4. at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church. A reception will follow in the church fellowship hall.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

SPRING-SUMMER

C

To Top All Others
1117 N. Arcadia
(next door to
Wild Raspberry))

4t
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Sunday, July 1
The annual Boatwright runion
will be held at the Community
Room of the Murray Federal •
Savings and Loan Association
morning church
following
services. All relatives and
friends are invited.
Baptist Church,
Grace
located on South 9th Street, will
have its homecoming with
regular services followed by a
basket dinner and a gospel
singing.

.:
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FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK
On the Balcony * On the Main Floor

Spring-Summer-Missy-Junior
* Sportswear
* Swimwear
* Tops
* Pants
* Skirts
* Jackets
* Dresses

Off

Now On!

* long Dresses
* Pant Suits
* Jeans
* Body Suits
* Capes
* Jewelry
* Lingerie

SHOES
$900

Maiden Form
and

Values to '20.00

Vanity Fair

Values to '18.00

$500

BRA SALE
Over 8 Styles - 8 Colors
"A-B-C-D-DD"

S.
S.

Panty Hose 2

pairs $1"

S.

Store Hours This Week:

10 a.m.-6 p.m.

USE YOUR CHARGE — NO LAY-A-WAYS, NO APPROVALS

S.

'The
"The Happy Yellow Store"

LITTLETON'S

Court Square

Murray, Ky.

S.

Joe Frazier Lost Again
But He's Not Worried
HUGHES .

By NOEL
Associated Press Sports Writer
LONDON (AP)--Joe Frazier
lost again and never turned a
hair.
The former world heavyWeight boxing champion found
the blackjack table at London's
Playboy Club a rougher opponent than most of the fighters
he has met in the ring.
Frazier reckons he has lost
over $3,000 on the turn of the
cards since he arrived to prepare for his July 2 battle eith
European titleholder Joe .Bugner.
"I'm here most nights," said
Frazier in an interview as he
relaxed in the club's discotheque after the card session.
Asked whether night clubbing
was a usual way to prepare for
a big fight, Frazier said: "I'm
always back in bed by 11. I just
play blackjack and then listen
FOOTBALL
BOSTON - The New England Patriots of the National
Football League signed linebacker Bill Phillips. formerly
of the Denver Broncos, and
John Tanner, a defensive end
from the San Diego Chargers.

to a few rock records."
Frazier, who will collect
around $250,000 dollars for the
match against Bugner, said he
was up every morning at 4
a.m. and out doing roadwork
an hour later.
Frazier dismissed some British newspaper suggestions that
he had lost his power as well as
his title to George Foreman in
Jamaica last January.
"I just got up too fast from
that first knockdown and that
nightmare trip ended with me
losing in two rounds," Smokin'
Joe said.
That was his only loss in 30
fights.
"Now I want my title back"
Frazier declared.
Later one of the Playboy bunny girls confirmed Frazier and
his entourage were not having
a high life at the club.
"He just sips a tonic water,
listens to records and goes
back to his hotel," the darkhaired bunny Said.
Another bunny said Frazier
told her he would be back at
the club about 11 p.m. on July 2
to celebrate his victory.
That's only half an hour after
the scheduled start of the 12
rounder some two miles across
town at Earl's Court Stadium.

Youth Is Keeping
Pace at Wimbledon
WIMBLEDON,England 0 AP) from a back injury which has
- The youth movement in ten- bothered her the past week,
nis is keeping pace with the es- topped fellow Australian Karen
tablished stars this week at Krantczke 6-2, 6-3.
Wimbledon.
Miss Evert from Fort LauWhile Margaret Court and derdale, Fla. also scored a
'lie Nastase, both top-seeded, straight-set victory, over Judith
advanced, their feats were Gohn of Romania 6-0, 6-1.
matched by Bjorn Borg and
Rain, which halted play early
Chris Evert, who also won.
Tuesday, left unsettled who
Borg, the 17-year-old Swedish
would be the opponents for
ace, scored a 6-4, 6-2, 6-4 victoCourt, Evert and Billie Jean
ry over Belgium's Patrick
King, in the women's play toHombergen. Seeded No. 6 in
day, and for Borg or Nastase.
the tourney, he is providing
Jimmy Connors of Belleville,
some glamour to the men's sinwas
gles division, which
stripped when the Association
of Tennis Professionals ordered
its boycott in sympathy for Nikki Pilic.
Nastase, the flamboyant Romanian who is defying the boycott, had to suffer with a bad
SAN DIEGO AP4 - - The
back during his 6-2, 7-9, 7-5, 6-1
victory over Ivan Molina of Co-- American Basketball Association is tinkering with the rule
lombia.
Nastase's moods which had book again.
The ABA, which introduced
been jocular during earlier
play, changed like Tuesday's the three-point field goal and
Wimbledon
weather. He the red, white and blue ball,
seemed subdued and sometimes said Wednesday it will try out a
frequently rule allowing players to stay in
morose
and
the game no matter how many
stretched and felt his back.
Mrs. Court, bouncing back fouls they commit.
The rule was tentatively approved by the league's 10 club
owners, who also voted at their
annual meeting to approve conditionally the sale of the Memphis Tams to a Providence,
R.I., group. To complete the
sale, road construction executive Paul Lynch would have to
produce the needed money and
a firm lease on the Providence
rang to down the Braves and Civic Center by July 9.
The no-foul-out rule will be
snap a four-game losing streak.
used in preseason games, inGarry Maddox' triple and sincluding one "controlled" game
gles by Ed Goodson and Gary
for each team in which coaches
Matthews chased Adrian Devine, making his major league
debut, in the sixth. Chris
Game In Orange Bowl
Speier's run-scoring single and
NEW YORK (AP)- The Na1Rader's RBI double completed
the rally against Danny Fri- tional Football League will hold
sells. Ralph Garr and Mike its January 1975 Pro Bowl
Game-the annual clash beLinn homered for Atlanta.
In the American league, Cal- tween National and American
ifornia shadssi Chicaga 3-1, Conference All-Stars-in the OrOakland nipped Kansas City 3-2, ange Bawl, the home of the;
Baltimore blanked New York 4- Miami Dolphins, Commissioner
Rozelle
announced
0, Detroit took
two from Pete
Wednesday.
The 1974 game was
Milwaukee 6-3, 5-4, and Texas
earlier set for the Kansas City
nipped Minnesota 4-3
Chiefs' Arrowhead Stadium,

BA Players May
See Some Changes

Torre Hits For Cycle
As Birds Bomb Bucs
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Joe Torre had never done it
before. Mike Schmidt had...just
nine days earlier.
What 13-year major league
veteran Torre did Wednesday
night was hit for the cyclesingle, double, triple and home
run-as the St. Louis Cardinals
pounded out V hits and blasted
Pittsburgh 15-4, pushing the
beleaguered Pirates back into
the National League East cellar.
..What Philadelphia rookie
Schmidt did was repeat his act
of June 19 when, just like
Wednesday, he followed an intentional walk to Tommy Hutton with a grand slam home
run against New York. Along
with a solo shot an inning earlier, it powered the Phillies to a
7-1 victory over the Mets and a
doubleheader split as left-hander Mike Wallace made his major league debut and scattered
seven hits.
The Mets scored seven runs
in the first inning of the opener
and held on for a 7-6 triumph.
The Chicago Cubs continued
to run away with the National
League's East Division, beating
the Montreal Expos 6-1. The
second game of the twin bill
was halted by darkness after 12
innings tied at 3-all and was to
be completed before today's
regularly scheduled contest.
Elsewhere, the Houston Astros
whipped the Cincinnati Reds
10-2 and the San Francisco
Giants edged the Atlanta
Braves 6-5. Los Angeles and San
Diego were not scheduled.
Ron Santo rapped out three
hits, drove in four runs and
scored two to lead the Cubs to
victory in their opener against
Montreal. Then, Santo's ninth
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nomer of the year tied the
nightcap in the bottom of the
ninth and sent it into overtime
Bob Bailey and Ken Singleton
homered for the Expos, Pat
Bourque for the Cubs.
Two-run doubles by Doug Rader and Skip Jutze highlighted
a five-run rally in the sixth inning that helped the Astros
whip the Reds. Jerry Reuss
pitched an eight-hitter for his
10th victory and drove in the
first run of the game with a
fifth-inning single, the first hij
off Fred Norman.
Dave Rader drove in three
runs with a pair of homers and
a double and the Giants rallied
for three runs in the sixth in-

Ali In Harlem

'Nobody Breaks My Jaw
And Gets By With It'
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP)- "I been
(akin' a lot of abuse because
you been in the ring playin' and
I don't like that," shouted the
man, shaking his fist at Muhammad All.
"I'm through playin," All
- shouted back-and the crdwd
roared approval.
The scene was outside a movie theater on 125th street in
Harlem, one of a dozen stops
Ah made on a bus tour Wednesday to neighborhood theaters in
the metropolitan area to "meet
my people" and promote
. the
closed-circuit telecast of his
rematch with Ken Norton Sept.
10 in Los Angeles.
While he hollered, posed,
mock-sparred and signed autographs at each stop, Ali
seemed to put something extra
into his Harlem appearance.
"I'm back home." the native
of Louisville, Ky., shouted as
he stepped, off the bus before
launching into verbal exchanges with an appreciative
audience that crackled like
jabs
"Nobody is going to break
my jaw and get away with it,"
he shouted in reference to his
12-round loss to Norton in
which his jaw was broken.
-He's gotta pay for it."
Then it was back on to the
bus. which pulled away for the
next theater, with Ali sitting at
a window with a bull horn For
a full 12 blocks the former
heavyweight champion put on a
non-stop verbal blitz which told
everyone within earshot that he
was the greatest. the prettiest.
the real champion and a living
legend.
During the long (la). Ali was
hardly ever off stage, even
when the bus was in motion.
Occasionally, however, he
would turn serious

and seeded No. 5, used his
doublegrip backhand to beat
Britain's David Lloyd 6-4, 6-3,
5-7, 6-2 . Connors played aggressively against Lloyd, scoring consistently when he could
bring his two-handed backhand
into play.
Pancho Walthall of San Antonio, Tex. beat Chiro Mukerjea
of India, 3-6, 6-1, 6-1, 9-8 in a
second round match, while
Tony Fretz of Los Angeles defeated Vicki Berner of Canada
6-4, 6-3 in their second round
match.

"Losing to Norton was good,"
he said. "I needed to get
spanked. It was punishment
from God. I did things I
shouldn't have done."
Promotion value aside, All
said he was enjoying the tour
because "I like talking to
people."
And he appeared genuinely
pleased when a small black boy

engaged him in some snappy
patter or when a white teenager rushed up to him when he
got off the bus in suburban Valley Stream and engaged him in
a brisk 30-second sparring session.
"My main job is getting out
in the streets and doin' what
little I can. My life is just starting," he said

Quarterback Ineligible
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-James E. (Dinky) McKay, a
quarterback for the University
of Kentucky, has been declared
ineligible for play in the coming football season.
The ruling stems from violation of an NCAA regulation that
was later repealed. The rule,
repealed in January, provided
that an athlete transferring
from a junior college before
graduation would not be immediately eligible for financial aid
or to practice at a senior college-unless he had been a
1.6 "predictor" when he enrolled in the junior college.
McKay had not graduated
from Mississippi Gulf Coast
Junior College when he transferred to UK for the spring semester last year. He also did
not have the level of college admission test score and high
school rank to rate a prediction
of a 1 fl college grade point average, by NCAA national tables.
McKay, who participated in
spring practice and _received
scholarship aid, did graduate
from the junior college before
the opening of the 1972 regular
football season His situation
still fell under the NCAA regulation, however
UK athletic director Harry

Lancaster said McKay's case
has been appealed to the full=
NCAA council
"Although it has been established that there was a technical violation, it involved no intentional wrongdoing," Lancaster said. He added that regardless of whether the appeal is
granted, the university will
meet its scholarship cornmittment to McKay.

sill use only seven or eight
players, as in a regular-season
game_ League officials will
then decide whether to apply it
in the regular season.
League owners adopted several other rules on a trial basis.
One set of proposals would follow the National Basketball Assocation's lead and reduce the
penalty foul limit from six to
five in a quarter.
Among other changes is one
to allow only the coach, not the
players, to protest an official's
call on the floor.
The meeting winds up today.

Twilight Golf
To Be Friday
At Murray Club
Pairings for Twilight Golf
have been announced for the
Country
Murray-Calloway
Club.
Golfers will tee off Friday at
5:30 p.m. to begin the seco.,d
week of the event.
Tee One-Jiggs Lassiter,
Beverly Spann; Don Robinson,
Annie Knight.
Tee Two-Bill Emener, Sue
McCoart; Darold Keller, Toopie
Thomas.
Tee Three-Vernon Cohoon,
Agnes Payne; Buddy Spann,
Peggy Billington.
Tee Four-James Parker,
Nancy Haverstock; Chester
Thomas, Phyllis Kain.
Tee Five-Royal Kain,
Bob
Robinson;
Euldene
Billington, Martha Ryan.
Tee Six-Bill Thurman,
Marie Lassiter; John Paulk,
Billy Cohoon.
Tee Seven- Dick Orr,
Marilyn Paulk; Joe McCoart,
Sue Brown.
-Tee Eight-Jack Roach,
Mary Watson; Mike Holton,
Ann Stallons.
Tee Nine-L.D. Miller,
Lanette Thurman; Gene McCutcheon, Inus Orr.
Tee One-Jim Payne, Nell
Roach; Ed Watson, Frances
Miller
Anyone who did not play last
week and would like to participate is asked to be at the
club and ready to play by 5:15
p.m.

Nicklaus And Weiskopf
Are Skipping Western
Associated Press Golf Writer
CHICAGO(AP)- Jack Nicklaus and Tom Weiskopf are takmg a break, but Lee Trevino
returns to action this week in
the $175,000 Western Open Golf
Tournament.
The flamboyant Trevino, who
has slipped to fourth on the
money-winning list after a
couple of early-season victories
in Florida, skipped last week's
American Golf Classic because,
he said, the 7,180 yard Firestone Country Club course was
too long for him.
Although he rarely plays well
after an absence from competition, Trevino may find the
compact Midlothian Country
Club layout, only 6,654 yards
and par 71, more to his liking
as he makes his last American
start prior to defense of his
British Open crown.
Nicklaus and Weiskopf, along
with U.S. Open Champion Johnny Miller, simply are taking
time off.
Another $100,000 winner, Lan-

ny Wadkins, was one of three
men to withdraw. Wadkins became ill on the flight to Chicago and left for: North Carolina immediately. Gene Borek
and Australian David Graham
also withdrew.
The field for this old tournament- this is the 70th Western
Open - is a strong one, however.
Topping the list is Bruce
Crampton of Australia, who
scored his fourth victory of the
season and took over the lead
In the money race in the American Golf Classic.
Also on hand in the 147-man
field are Arnold Palmer .and
Billy Casper.
---- • Other standouts include defending titleholder Jimmy
Jamieson, veteran Doug Sanders, Master King Tommy Aaron and 53-year-old
Julius
Boros.
Portions of the final two
rounds Saturday and Sunday
will be televised nationally by
Hughes Sports Network.

By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK 4 AP.)--Artificial turf may not be all it's
cracked up to be--but it's not
the villain that the National
Football League Players Association says it is.
The NFLPA asked Commissioner Pete Rozelle last weekend for a moratorium on the installation of artificial turf, contending that it may be the
cause of increased and more
severe injuries.
But on Wednesday, Rozelle
said there won't be any moratorium and released a study by
the Stanford Research Institute
which says that, when it comes
to causing major injuries,
there's no difference between
artificial turf and the real
thing.
But the lack of a constantly
cleated "buffer zone" along the

Major League
Leaders
By THE ASSOCIATEu PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (125 at
bats)Blomberg. NY, .401, W Horton,
Del 339
RUNS-Mayberry. KC, 54,
R Jacktoin, Oak, 51
RUNS BATTED IN May
berry, KC, 72, R Jackson, oak,
61
HITS-Murcer,
85,
NY,
R Jackson, Oak, 85
DOUBLES-D Allen, Chi, 20.
A Rodriguez, Det, 16
TRIPLES-Carew, Min, 7,
Coggins, Bat, 6 Bumbry, Bat,
6
RUNS-Mayberry,
HOME
KC, 19, Fisk, Bsn, 16, ()Allen,
Chi, 16,
BASES-North,
STOLEN
Oak, 21; Alomar, Cal, 18.
D Nelson, Tex, 18.
PITCHING (6 Decisions)Lee, Bsn. 92, 818, 1.94, Singer,
Cal, 121, 800, 2 43
STRIKEOUTS-N Ryan, Cal,
164, Singer, Cal, 128
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING
1125 at
batslMota, LA, 352, Unser, Phi,
3-43
RUNS-Bonds, SF, 71, wat
son, Htn, 54.
RUNS BATTED 1N -Bench,
Cm, 55, Stargell, Pgh, 52
HITS-Bonds, SF, 94; wat
son, Htn, 92, Fuentes, SF, 92.
DOUBLES-Cardenal,
Chi,
19. Simmons, StL, 19
TR.IPLES-Metzger, Htn, 9,
Sanguillen, Pgh, 7
HOME RUNS-Stargell, Pgh,
22, H Aaron, Aft, 19, Bonds,
SF, 19:
STOLEN
SASES=Morgan.
Cm, 31; Cadent), Htn, 77.
PITCHING (6 DecisiOns)Brett, Phi, 72, 778, 3 14; Os
teen, LA, 103, 769, 2 91
NY,
STR I K EOUTS-Seaver ,
ar1ton, Phi, 105; Sutton,
1C
05
LA,

Resigning Position
WILBERFORCE, Ohio (AP)
- Willie Simpson, athletic director at Wilberforce University for the last two years, announced Wednesday he is resigning, effective Aug. 31.
Simpson, 34, a native of Hattiesburg, Miss., said he quit
over a salary dispute.

Win

•

"Ruined...completely
ruined!"
With harvesters, combines
and other farm equipment
running $10,000 and $15,000
per unit, good insurance
from Murray Insurance
Agency is a must.

the
INSURANCE AGENCY
8E1 AIR CENTER

753.475!

RI-TOM

GIGANTIC SHOE SALE!!
SAVE up to 75%

on Men's Shoes, Women's Shoes,
Handbags and Sandals

VALUES TO $25.00 - Women's Famous Brands Sandals,
Canvas Shoes and Dress Shoes - All Reduce&

CANVAS SHOES

Starting At

Lancaster said the university
does not consider McKay to be
at fault.

LOAFERS

Starting At

Play To Resume In
Amateur Tournament

DRESS SHOES

Starting At

The rain forced the finals of
the 72-hole tournament to be
moved back to Saturday

18 1

sidelines, the lack of proper
warmup time after halftime
and the improper use of equipment came in for some blame
and the NFL is taking steps to
correct those problems, Rozelle
said at the league's annual
owners meeting, expected to
wind up early today.
There was no immediate
comment on the study from Ed
Garvey, executive director of
the NFLPA, who said he received it about the same time it
was released Wednesday.
Teamiwill have a few more
minutes beyond the usual 15minute halftime break for more
extensive warrnups, Rozelle
said. And each team will be
subject to fines if it fails to
keep its buffer zone clear of all
its own personnel and players
and anyone else along its sideline.
Quarterbacks and running
backs-the men who usually
carry the ball-are subject to
greater injuries than the men
in "the pit," the linemen, said
the study, which noted that
linemen are capable of playing
with more :injuries than the
ball-handlers.
"I am asking our officials to
be especially alert for fouls
comrrutted against running
backs and quarterbacks," Rozelle said in his statement
"It's only natural that action
centers on these two positions,
because they have the football
most of the time. But we want
to determine if the higher injury rate is a function of being
the focus of action or if these
players are the victims of unnecessary violations."

Starting At

Bowling Green golfer Kevin
Proctor held a two-stroke lead
over the field before heavy
rains washed out play Wednesday.

Handcuffs

Artificial Turf Is
Being Questioned

SANDALS

FORT MITCHELI„ Ky.(AP)
- Weather permitting, play
was to resume today in the
Kentucky State Amateur Golf
Tournament at Summit Hills
Country Club.
The field will be cut in half
after the second round
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VALUES TO $40.00 - Men's Dress and Casual Shoes:
Steel-Toe Work Shoes-All Leather Uppers

'295
'295
'695

44$

$595
1
$1

95
495

master charge

your

BANKAMERICARD

17:11V011S

weicome

Paducah, Ky.

410 Broadway

4
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By HAL BOCK . .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Texas pumped a little homegrown excitement into its ballpark Wednesday night, unveiling David Clyde, their fireballing 18-year-old No. 1 draft
choice, against the Minnesota
Twins,
The Rangers came away
from the young left-hander's
debut with a 4-3 victory and,
perhaps more important, something for a record crowd of 35,698 to talk about.
The fans cheered every move
the teen-ager made and immediately replaced in the club's
cashbox the estimated $125,000
bonus the Rangers paid the
)$oung man earlier this month.
Manager Whitey Herzog limited Clyde to five innings. The
young pitcher struck out eight,
walked seven and surrendered
only rookie Mike Adams' tworun homer. Then Bill Gogolewski took over, limiting the
Twins to just three more hits
and saving the victory for the
teen-ager who was pitching
high school ball in Houston just
a couple of weeks ago.
Elsewhere in the American
League Wednesday night, Detwi-night doubletroit
header from Milwaukee 6-3 and
5-4, Baltimore blanked New
York 4-0, California topped Chicago 3-1 and Oakland nipped
Kansas City 3-2. Cleveland's
game with Boston was rained
out.
Hot-hitting Paul Blair stroked
a home run and a double, leading Baltimore past New York
and moving the Orioles to within two games of the East Division-leading Yankees.
Blair drilled his fourth homer
of the year in the first inning
and doubled home anOther run
in the third. Since May 29, the
Oriole outfielder has had 40 hits
in 92 at bats.
Detroit came from behind

twice to sweep both ends of its
doubleheader
against -Milwaukee, ending an eight-game
road winning streak for the
Brewers.
Dick McAuliffe's two-out
bases-loaded home run in the
eighth inning turned the opener
around and then Aurelio Rodriguez' leadoff homer touched off
a five-run fifth inning rally that
gave the Tigers the nightcap.
Bill Singer won his 12th game
for California, limiting the Chicago White Sox to four hits as
the Angels won their 12th game
in the last 17 starts to stay atop
the American League West.
Mike Epstein boomed a tworun homer for California, sending the Sox to their 10th loss in
the last 14 games.
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* All Ladies and Childrens

SWIMWEAR
* All Ladies

Blouses, Shorts & Tops
* One Table Girls
SHORTS
Slacks & Scooter Skirts
* One Table Ladies

Pants,Pant Skirts & Shorts
SANDALS
* Good Selection Girls

i

SANDALS
* All Ladies, Merts, Childrens

CANVAS SHOES

SETTLEWORKMAN

—

-

You'd probably stay home.
Thirty-three drivers will start
the Schaefer 500 Mile Championship Auto Race Sunday in
cars that are limited to 40 gallons in their tanks, 300 more in
reserve tanks in their pits, and
with an engine that at best gets
only about 1.8 miles to the gallon. •
"You're going to see the darndest procession of gas stops in
the history of racing," predicted 42-year-old Roger
McCluskey of Tuscon, Ariz.
"It'll look like a line of cars
backed up on the freeway trying to get to the only gas sta-

Ph. 753-2447

▪4018

and the titles. Don't let anyone
tell you that it isn't," Crampton
said before teeing off today in'
the first round on the 6,654yard, par-71 Midlothian Country
Club course.
"But it's at least as important, from a personal standpoint, to know that you've competed so successfully over
here." For eAample, he pointed
to the 832,000 first prize he won
last week when he made the
American Golf Classic his
fourth victory of the year.
His fourth victory of the year
last week in the American Golf
Classic, and its 832,000 first
prize, boosted him into the season's leading money-winning
spot with 9204,209. He's the first
foreign player to hit 8200,000 for
a season.
And he now has 8995,652 for
his career—just 84,348 short of
becoming the game's fifth million dollar winner.
He could finish as low as 10th
in this tournament and make it.
Since he's finished ninth or
better in exactly half his starts
this season-10 of 20—he figures to be an even money bet
to make it before heading for
Scotland and the British Open.
Other standouts in this old
tournamentthis is the 70th
Western Open—include Trevino,
Palmer, Casper. Masters
champ Tommy Aaron and defending titleholder Jim Jamieson.

MOUNT POCONO, Pa. AP
— How would you like to start
out on a 500 mile journey,
-knowing your car would give
you only about 60 miles on a 40
gallon tank of fuel?

* All Ladies

—.a...

Coleman And Starks:
Hot Summer In A Gym
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The blue smoke hangs
heavy in the atmosphere and an
air of electricity fills the sardine-packed sports arena.
Youngsters are present to
watch their heroes in battle
while the older people have
come to cheer for alma mater.
To the average person, it is a
world filled with glamor.
But to
Murray
State
basketball stars Mike Coleman
and Marcelous Starks, it is a
jungle where only the strong
will survive.
That's the difference in being
a spectator and an athlete. It's
glamor to the fan and it is to the
athlete, like being a part of a
precisioned work of mechanics
that must function without a
flaw.
The world of a college
basketball player is different
than .most people might
imagine.
It's not just four months in a
year and then a long vacation.
There are hours and hours of
practice and drills. And there
are hours spent in the whirlpool
to relieve the aches and pains.
While a lot of people at this
time of the year would be out on
the lake swimming or relaxing
under an air conditioner, Mike
Coleman and Marcelous Starks
spend their time paying for
success by sweating in a lonely,
hot gynmasium.
Coleman is a 20 year old, 6-6monster from Gary, Indiana.
Regarded as one of the top
sophomore basketball players
in the United States, he was
named to the first team All-OVC
last season.
Coleman spends his time this
summer working on what may

well make him a rich man, his
basketball skills.
Coleman, who has two
brothers and a sister and is the
son of a steel mill foreman,
spends what spare time he has
swimming and dancing.
While at home in Gary, he
spends time on the playgorund
working with local black
children.
"Every time that I go to a
playground, a lot of kids come
up and ask me to show them
different
things
about
basketball," Coleman said.
His goal at the present is to
simply train as hard as he can
to be able to perform at his top
next season.
Coleman feels that the Racers
are going to have an outstanding season next year.
"We won't have one person to
look to for the scoring," the
huge, but gentle, Coleman said.
"We are going to have better
balanced scoring and a stonger
bench. Because of the outstanding recruits we have,
every man is going to really
have to work for his position and
this is really going to help the
"As far as the conference
race is concerned, I think it's
going to be a five or six team
race. You can bet that Austin
Peay will be tough but I don't
think Fly (Williams will score
as much as he did last year."
Starks, a 6-8 center form
Chicago and the only child of a
truck dirver, has taken up
swimming in his spare time.
"Swimming really helps to
develop strong lungs and gives
more stamina and that will
come in handy for basketball
season."

1.8 MPG For Cars
In Schaefer 500

* One Table Girls

,\ 306 Main

Oakland nipped Kansas City,
scoring the winning run in the
'N
bottom of the ninth inning on a
throwing error by Fred Patek.
The whole sports world was watching last night at Arlington. Li
Catfish Hunter pitched a sixTexas as 18 year old David Clyde made his successful debut
hater for the victory. Gene Te1
Stepping right out of high school into the majors. the first round ,1
nace homered for the A's and
draft pick of the Texas Rangers got credit for the o in in the
John Mayberry connected for
Rangers 4-3 victory over the Minnesota Twins.
Kansas City.
Maybe that doesn't seem so unbelievable_ But when you think
In the National League
little bit, that would be just like Dan Thompson or Charlie Rains
Wednesday, San Francisco
stewing right into the majors.
topped Atlanta 6-5, Houston
Ander how many of today's Little Leaguers have heard of Joe
ripped Cincinnati 10-2, St. Louis
Nuxall who pitched with the Cincinnati Reds at the age of 15-'
walloped Pittsburgh 15-4, New
York split a doubleheader with
TOUR GUIDES—One duty of Mike Coleman left l and Marcelous Starks (right) is to show new
Tomorrow night the Murray American Legion will be at Paris
Philadelphia, winning 7-8 and recruits their way around. In the middle is 6-7 freshman guard Grover Woolard of New Jersey.
and shooting for its third consecutive win.
then losing 7-1, and Chicago deSetaff Photo by Mike Brandon
Dan Thompson will probably get the starting nod for the 730
feated Montreal 6-1 in the openp mn single game.
er of a doubleheader. The secMike Cathey padded his average Tuesday night in the
ond game was suspended by
doubleheader win at Holland Stadium over Paris.
darkness after 12 innings, tied
The catcher and shortstop is now swatting at a .409 clip for the
3-3.
season
Charlie Rains is carrying a .333 average and is second on the
list. Next comes Thompson with 283, Pyle with .267 and Howard
with _265.
As a team, Murray is batting a poor .244.

Cram pton Should
Hit Million Mark
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Bruce
Crampton is an even-money bet
to pass the million dollar mark
in career earnings this week in
the 8175,000 Western Open Golf
rournament.
It's something he'd very
much like to do — join Jack
Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Billy
Casper and Lee Trevino as the
game's only official millionaires. The sturdy Australian
veteran would be the first foreigner to hit that figure.
The money is important,

By
Mike Brandon

CV 16ss

cars are rolled out for Sunday's
1 p.m. EDT start.
He added, "If I were a . fan
The other jewels in racing's
I'd pay the top admission price
for a seat along pit road. That's "Triple Crown" are the Indy
where the action is going to be, 500 and the California 500.
Earlier, the last six positions
and that's where the race will
be won or lost." McCluskey in the field were decided in a
starts the 8374,650 Schaefer special qualifying round, necesfrom 16th position He says his sitated when rain cut short last
Lindsay Hopkins-owned Sunday's time trials.
McLaren gets no more than
Dick Simon, a 39-year-old
two miles per gallon of fuel Salt Lake City businessman,
"even under the best condi- Vdrove his Travelodge Eagle
tions."
four laps at a speed average of
The 33 starters for the No.2 180.054 miles per hour to earn
race in the United States Auto the 28th starting position.
Simon's speed, though the
Club's "Triple Crown" of 500
milers were given a four-hour best of Wednesday's six qualisession on the 2',2 mile Pocono fiers, was more than 10 m.p.h.
International Raceway Wednes- off the pole-winning speed of
day afternoon to check fuel 190.648 posted by Peter Revson
consumption and tire wear It in a Gulf McLaren last Saturwas the last time they'll be day. Revson's speed was a
allowed on the course until the track record.
tion open on Sunday."

East Tennes,see State University has released its basketball
schedule for the 1973-74 season.
The Bucs play at the University of North Carolina on December
15. The game with the Tar Heels will highlight their 25 game
schedule.
East Tennessee will play in the Pacemaker Classic at Monroe,
Louisiana over the Christmas break.
.Mississippi, Louisiana Tech and Northeast Louisiana are the
other teams in the tournament
Other non-conference foes include Roanoke College, UTChattarooga, Appalachian State, Georgia State, Louisiana Tech,
Georgia Southern and an away game at Clemson

Last year, Starks was one of
the top shooters in the country
as he ranked seventh in the
nation with a .614 from the floor.
Like Coleman, Starks Illkes to
spend time helping neighborhood children on the fundamentals of basketball.
Starks also expects a dogfight
for the Ohio Valley Conference
title next season.
-Western Kentucky will
probably have a better team
than Austin Peay and in my
estimation, Middle Tennessee is
going to be in it since they have
everyone on their team back"
The long legs of Coleman and
Starks
began to grow
restless. Soon, they are on their
feet and ready to play more
basketball.
Back in the hot, cramped
gym, living the "glamorous"
world of college basketball
stars.

Tom Meuhleman of Murray is locked in an 11 man tie for
seventh place at the Men's State Amateur Golf Tournament in
Fort Mitchell.
Meuhleman shot a five over par 75 in the first round which was
held Tuesday. Yesterday's second round was rained out.

Sears
Our Best 1-Ply Nylon Cord Tire

SILENT GIA111)II

Baseball
Standings
American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.S.
41 32 .562 -New York
Baltimore
35 30 .538 2
Milwaukee
37 35 .514 31,2
Boston
3.4 34 000 41/2
Detroit
35 37 .486 5/
1
2
Cleveland
26 45 .366 14
West
California
39 37 .549 —
1/2
Oakland
40 31 .541
Chicago
36 32 .529 11
/
2
Kansas City
40 36 .526 1 1/2
Minnesota
36 33 .522 2
Texas
24 43 .358 13
Wednesday's Games
Detroit 6-5, Milwaukee 3-1
Baltimore 4, New York 0
Cleveland at Boston, rain
Texas 4, Minnesota 3
Oakland 3, Kansas City 2
California 3; Chicago 1
Thursday's Games
Cleveland (Bosman 2 7) at
Boston (Pattin 7.9)
New York (McDowell 2 01 at
Baltimore (Jefferson 1-0), N
Milwaukee (Short 31) at De
troit (Lolich 7-81, N
Minnesota (Woodson 6 41 at
5), N
Texas (Broberg
Kansas City (Busby Al) at
Oakland (Blue 6-3), N
Chicago (Stone 2-3) at Cali
tornia (Wright 69). N
National League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
44 30 .595 —
Chicago
35 36 493 7, 2
St Louis
Montreal
33 34 493 7' 2
Philadelphiii-34 38 472 9
37 37 .156 10
New York 31 38 449 10'
Pittsburgh
West
48 26 6.49
Los Angeles
43 33 566 6
liouston
Francisco
43
33 566 6
San
Cincinnati
38 35 521 9`
31 43 419 17
Atlanta
311 25
23 51
San (Diego
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 6 3, Montreal 1 3, 2nd
game suspended, 12 innings,
darkness
San Francisco 6, Atlanta 5
New York 7 1, Philadelphia 6
7
St Louis 15 Pittsburgh 4
Houston 10, Cincinnati 2
Only comes scheduled
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia ( Lonborg 56) at
New York (McAndrew 331
Montreal (Scott 11 and liter
ko 64) at Chicago (Pizarro 01
and Pappas 4 51, completion of
Wednesday's suspended game,
followed by regularly scheduled
game
LOS Angeles (Messersmith 7.6
at
Atlanta' _
- -7-3)
(Niekro 8-4 and Reed 4 91, N
St. Louis (Wise 9.31 at Pitts,
burgh (Ellis 6-7), N
.San Diego (Kirby -30)--46--Eirv
cinnati IGullett 7-61, N
San FranciA0 (13aTr- 3-7) at•
Houston (Roberts 74), N

If Olde Christopher had had one of our Boats, he would have
discovered America in 1490!!

$i
6.50-13

TUBELESS BLACKWALLS
S33.86
4.50-13
816.13
B76-I3
'23.34
46.60
7.75-14
F78-14
5304
20.52
8.25-14
G78-14
TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
6.50-13
S11.13
B78-13
53116
7.35-14
24.21
40.42
D78-14
7.75-14
26.34
52.64
F78-14
21.52
59.04
8.25-14
G78-14
32.70
65.40
8.5.5-14
H78-14
61.14
30.57
8.25-15
G78-15
67.36
8.55-15
3340
H78-15
Prices include Federal Excise Taz
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Grayson McClure d.b.a. HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Shores
14 East out of Murray to 200 to 614 to Panorama
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry, Donor Geayson McClure
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Popular Brands that we carry- Arrow Glass, Glastron, Marlin, Harris Flote Sot. Pontoons, Ski Barge, Bonanza, Shore Land'r trailers
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Religion In The News

CAPITAL TOUCH

f Church Leaders Playing
Increasingly Active Role
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
A bishop on a picket line...a
priest beaten in a labor dispute ..a sidewalk religious service for strikers.
These are among incidents
marking an increasingly active
role by American church leaders in behalf of various groups
of striking workers.
The tactics are mostly new,
often controversial.
Both Protestant and Roman
Catholic leaders have sided
with Cesar Chavez's United
Farm Workers union in its efforts to represent California
-ape workers, and- a growing
, lineup of bishops are backing
;demands of strikers at an El
Paso clpthing plant for collec-tive bargaining rights.
both cases, the workers
mostly Mexican-Americans.
Although major religious bodies for years have voiced general support for principles of
labor organizing rights, they
usually haven't become directly
involved in specific labor conflicts, as they now are doing.
But in "crisis situations," the
confrontation method often is
he "best way of deliveriAg the
ge of Jesus," says
ys the
Dennis J. Geaney, a Chicago priest-educator, after a
stint on a picket line outside a

lia
r

ART THIEVES
Last year alone, an estimated 6,000 works of art disappeared
from
Italy's
churches, museums, religious
institutions, and ancient
bs, including rare archaeological pieces.
PARENTS NEEDED
About 170,000 chikken are
adopted each year in the
United States.

LOSE UGLY FAT
OR PAY NOTHING
Start losing weight today OR
MONEY BACK MONADEX is a tiny
tablet that will help curb your de$ sire tor traces' tood Eat less-weigh
AV' Wes. Contains no dangerous drugs
1.
‘
#
1 and will not make you nervous. No
01! strenuous spier-cis* Change your life
. . . start today. MONAOEX costs
5.3.00 for a 20 day supply and $5.00
tor *ma the amount. Lost ugly /al
or your Boossey will be refunded with
no quies(ldes eared by:
Say -rite Drugs-Bel Air Shopping
Center -Mail Orders Filled.
/

1

supermarket, demanding it sell
only UFW-picked grapes.
On the basis of a three-month
inquiry by a special commission, the executive committee
of the National Council of
Churches also threw its support
to Chavez' UFW, a stand taken
previously by a U.S. Roman
Catholic bishops' committee.
When its chairman, Bishop
Joseph Donnelly, of Hartford,
Conn., recently visited pickets
at grape ranches in California's
Coachella Valley, praying with
them and blessing them, he
was taunted by ranch guards.
"Go back to your churches!"
some yelled. "Quit putting your
nose in our business. Stick to
religion! Stop supporting the
Commie line!"
Two bishops celebrated Mass
for 400 grape strikers on the
picket line.
In El Paso, a drawn-out
strike for union representation
by workers at the big Farah
Manufacturing Co., a maker of
men's pants, has drawn backing of more than a dozen Catholic bishops in addition to El
Paso's Bishop Sidney Metzger.
A boycott of the company's
products, urged initially by El
Paso's Bishop Metzger and San
Antonio's Bishop Patrick
Flores, also drew support of
four Arizona and New Mexico
bishops.
The year-long strike against
the company reportedly involves 2,000 of more than 8,000
employes.
In the California grape dispute, Chavez' UFW for three
years had contracts with grape
growers, but when contracts
expired this spring, most growers —30 of them — signed new
contracts not with the UFW,
but with the Teamsters Union.
Msgr. George Higgins, a veteran labor expert for the U.S.
Catholic Conference, says surveys have shown field workers
prefer by almost 10 to 1 to be
presented by the UFW.
Meanwhile, in Coachella, Calif., the Rev. John Bank, a
priest from Youngstown, Ohio,
working with the UFW, was
Poopitallzed after being beaten,
allegedly by a guard kraal a
ranch where Teamsters have a
contract.

Sales Of Farm Products To
Japan Expected At $2 Billion

New system sought
forvclassifying secrets
B72‘111ES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON
—
On
March 2, 1972, President Nixon issued an executive order
that was supposed to end
problems with the cumbersome system under which the
government classifies information as top secret, secret or
confidential.
Now the House Committee
on Government Operations
under Chairman Chet Holifield, 1)-Calif., says the new
procedures have serious
shortcomings and should be
replaced.
It recommends enactment
of a new statutory system by
Congress — not one established by executive order —
that would clearly reaffirm
the right of Congress to obtain
classified information when

needed.
Although partly technical in
nature, the problems posed
are of prime national importance because they bear on
the public's right to know, and
on the running quarrel between Congress and the White
House over distribution of
powers. The issue is also tan-gentially related to the national security aspects of the
Watergate case.
The President's executive
order was the latest in a series
of government actions dating
back to 1789 that was supposed to make as much government information available to the public as possible
while still safeguarding the
parts that should be kept confidential.
Acting in the wake of the
first publication of the pur-

Bar Will Rank As One
Of New Orleans Worst
Fires In Its History

Wined Pentagon Papers on
June 13, 1971, Mr. Nixon attempted to cut through the
mountains of classified material that had built up over the
years by •
1. Reducing from 37 to 25 the
number of departments and
agencies that could classify
'information, exclusive of the
executive office of the president.
2. Reducing by 31,000 the
number of persons authorized
to classify documents.
3. Speeding up the downgrading and declassification
of information by setting up
automatic timetables ranging
from 6 to 10 years.
4. Requiring automatic declassification after 30 years
on any document, no matter
how sensitive it might once
have been, unless the head of
the department involved
stated in writing continued
protection was still necessary.

By ED TUNSTALL
man poked through the window,
Associated Press Writer
as far as the burglar-preNEW ORLEANS (AP) — As venting bars would allow. The
French Quarter bars go, it rest of his body was charred.
wasn't much, a hangout on a
At the next window, a man
street lined with little bars. But died in a kneeling position with
as a blazing deathtrap, it will one foot poked through the winrank as the worst in New Or- dow. Three or four bodies were
leans history.
piled atop his.
The fire which claimed 29
McCrossen said he thought
lives at The Up Stairs Lounge that the 29 victims did not bwrn
lasted less than 20 minutes. But to death. "The tiger," as he
Fire
Supt.
William
J. called the fire, never got to
McCrossen said it was the them while they were still
worst he had seen in 31 years alive. He said he thought all
in "terms of human life."
died from breathing "superEighty-seven firefighters and heated gas, and I'm talking
21 pieces of firefighting appa- about 180 degrees. That will
ratus turned out to combat the knock you unconscious with
blaze in the centuries-old just a couple of whiffs."
French Quarter.
After police and firemen seOfficials allowed newsmen up cured the burned-out room, the
to the second floor after mak- long task of removing the boding sure the building was se- ies began It took more than
cure.
three hours as hundreds of
They saw bodies piled against curious spectators lined the
windows on which bars hat streets.
been placed as 'protection
A fire engine with a 65-1oo,
against burglars.
Thuft arm kept raising and lowThe head and shoulder of one ering its basket. Bodies in
black rubber and plastic sacks
were loaded into it to be lowered to the sweet
A young man, no More than
18 or 19, stood on the corner
with tears streaming down his
cheeks.
"Sure, I knew them, they
were all my friends," he said.

After a series of hearings
the committee says it has determined that major defects
in the new system involve
problems with imprecise
terminology, with a lack of
sufficiently strong _penalties
for overclassifyirig documents and with loopholes in
the mandatory review procedures that are supposed to
change classification.
It says there are also difficulties with the extent to
which domestic surveillance
activities by federal agencies
involving American citizens
are subject to classification
under the executive order.
Still another complaint is
that historians, scholars and
researchers are not being allowed access rapidly enough
to information classified during the post-World War I. period.
It is the committee's view
that much of this could be
corrected if Congress enacted
a statute modeled in part after the security classification
system used by the Atomic
Energy Commission.

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON 4tP) — Sales
of U.S. farm products to Japan
this fiscal year are expected to
exceed $2 billion, partly as a
result of stockpiling efforts by
the Japanese at a time of widespread crop shortages, the Agriculture Department said today
The estimate, for the year
ending June 30, would be nearly 75 per cent above the export
value of products shipped to Japan in 1971-72. The figures were
In a report published by the
Foreign Agricultural Service.
Bruce L. Greensnields, a foreign demand specialist in the
Economic Research Set-vice,
wrote that the massive stockpiling by Japan is expected to
continue at least for the next
few months.

farm products. In 1973, with the
Japanese yen valued higher
than the dollar, Japan can
spend the same amount of its
own currency and get $1.7 billion worth of American farm
goods, Greenshields said.

give him additional authority to
impose export controls, and the
feeling has increased in Japan
and in other foreign markets
that stockpiling is needed to
hedge against the possibility of
such restrictions.

But Japan also has stepped
up the quantity of products
being bought in the U.S. market. Greenshields said this has
been of almost panic proportions for some months since it
was rumored that the United
States might impose export
controls to conserve commodities for American consumers.

Through April, Japan bought
$1.8 billion worth of U.S. farm
products in the fiscal year..
which began last July 1. Thatl
compared with $945 million in
the same 10-month period a
year earlier.

President Nixon recently
asked Congress formally to

The surge in exports to Japan, the largest single-country
market for American farmers,
is part of an over-all boom in
U.S. sales of commodities
abroad.

"Beyond 1973, however, the
outlook is not quite so optimistic—in part because of the
heavy stockpiling and part because Of some lingering clouds
on the horizon," Greenshields
said.
Among the possible troubles
in the future is what Greenshields called "the still-extensive protection" afforded by Japareto its own farmers through
non-tariff import controls which
have greatly restricted U.S.
sales of fruit, vegetables, live
cattle, red meat and other
products.
"In addition," the report said
"Japan's efforts to diversify
trade continue. Joint develop.
ment projects in Australia,
Thailand and other nearby
countries are likely to generate
increased competition for future U.S. exports of grain sorghum, corn and other prod-

Murray Branch
EDERAL SAVINGS & LOA

One reason for the big jump
in dollar value of exports to Japan has been the realign.nent
of currencies between the two
countries.
Last calendar year, Japan
bought $1.4 billion worth of U.S.

INSUREO

7th and Main
Phone
753-7921
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SHOE SALE!!
Sale Starts Thursday Morning 9 a.m.
CLOSED 12:00 Noon Wednesday for Preparation

Great Savings Days Are
Here!
For Women ...
NOW
•Deliso Debs
•Florsheim
•Naturalizer
•Life Stride
•Miss America
•Many Others
Were 116.99 to 129.99

929° to$199°

For Children ...
•Buster Brown
•Robin Hood

For Men • • • •Florsteim
•Roblee •Pedwin
•SRO
Were 119.99 to
136.95

Were '8.99 to
116.99

NOW

NOW

$149° to 219°

$69° to $89°
All Sales Final

HANDBAGS 1/3 Off Reg. Price

No Exchanges
No Refunds

Our big shoe sale. It's your chance to save. Your chance to get fantastic values on your
family's shoes. Take your choice of fashionable styles for women. Bold looks for men.
Quality-minded children's shoes. They're In the colors you want most and the sizes that fit
you best. So come in now and save big. Our selection is still complete.

BURNETT'S SHOES
Pans, Tennessee

IRS Finding
Violations
Of Freeze
LOUISVILLE
—
Paul
Niederecker, District Director
of the Internal Revenue Service
for the state of Kentucky, has
reported that investigators are
finding many violations of the
60-day freeze on prices recently
announced by President Nixon.
The freeze prohibits retail,
wholesale, manufacturing and
service organizations from
selling any product, material,
or service beyond the highest
price chatged for the item in at
least 10 per cent of the transactions during the period June
1 through June 8th, Niederecker
continued.
He further said that the
penalties for failure to comply
with the freeze regualtions are
from $2,500 to $5,000 per
violation depending on the
particular circumstances.
To avoid the penalties for
violation, all firms are encouraged to review their pricing
structures and effect immediate rollbacks and refunds
if they find themselves charging
a price in excess of the permissible price.
Niederecker said that during
the period June 13 through June
23, the Kentucky District
received 189 complaints fom
concerned citizens. The -ftnplaints have been primarily in
the area of food ( 51 per cent)
and gasoline 28 per cent). The
remaining alleged violations
have included such items as
feed, seed, clothing and motel
accomrnoda tions
Niederecker
encouraged
citizens to continue to assist in
monitoring the price freeze by
calling their local IRS office to
register a complaint.

ALL PATTERNS

Shop Early for Best Selection!

2Price

Prices Good Friday Only!
Shop Fabrific 8 Save!

.M111/0

POLYESTER
DOUBLE
KNIT
End-of-the-month savings
on great-for-travel double
knits. You'll find ribs,
diagnosis, prints, fashion
solids and more. All
practically care-free. Just
machine wash and dry. No
ironing needed

$19
•7

1000/o POLYESTER

AU
TA
IR
SA
FN
AT
CE
TE
ID

&brine
FABRIC

CENTERS

All the news in knits at
unbeatable Fabrific
prices! This great group
includes
crepes,
jacquards, two-tones,
multi-color prints and
more. Packable, all-year
wearable, a breeze to care
for. Just Machine wash

a

$28
,

FASHION
FABRICS

Values to $2.99 a yard 100
per cent polyester knits,
polyester-cotton knits,
acetate double knits,
wonder-spun and panne
boucle crepes, polyester
crepe, puckered crepe
prints, and more. 45" to 60"
wide.

DOUBLE KNITS

BRUSHED DENIM
A

yd.

First choice for jeans and
jackets! Super soft, 100 per
cent mercerized cotton
brushed denim at a super
special E.O.M. Saving. 45"
wide. Washes and dries in
your machine.

1 44
yd

Re
maj
Mar

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Hunc
Prices Good thru Mon., July 2
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Certain offerings will be
attractive; others out of line:
All should be investigated
thoroughly. Don't mix business
with pleasure unwisely.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You may run into some
unexpected situations. Be
resolute in your own interest,
but bend if the occasion
warrants and principles are not
jeopardized.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
You may face antagonism,
uncontrolled tempers. Expect
such obstacles, prepare your
tactics — and counteract. Day
should then go very well.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23 k
Lunar
influences
now
stimulate the imagination and a
spirit of adventure. You could
make this a big day if you will
go all out in effort.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Be flexible enough in thought
to take advantage of a new idea
or device before it has become
outmoded. Resist tendencies
toward doubt and skepticism.
VIRGO
1 Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't let your enthusiasm get
the better of you. Look into all
suggestions carefully: Do not
accept merely because they
''sound good."
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Dissidents or others not
having your best interests at
heart may try to dissuade you
from following well-laid plans
or carefully made decisions.
Pay no heed.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Throw your weight where it
can do the most good. Aim for a
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swift completion of outstanding
matters. Confer with experts.
Don't wait until you hit a snag.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
40
Jupiter, highly propitious,
encourages a multitude of
activities and
interests.
Especially .Jvored: business
negotiations, financial transactions, legal matters.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Stellar influences indicate a
wider scope of interests,
possibly greater activity. Don't
go to extremes, however.
Respond only to offers which
are truly meaningful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
To be avoided: Irrational
moves, hasty conclusions,
misjudgments
through
carelessness or prejudice. This
won't be difficult if you stress
your usual foresight.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may have to make some
small concessions now, but this
would be better than losing out
altogether. Some small benefits
indicated.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great versatility,
a high order of intelligence and
a delightful personality. Also
blessed with an almost limitless
compassion for others, you
would make an outstanding
physician, nurse or sociologist.
In fact, no matter what occupation you eventually choose,
its -service" angle will always
be important to you, for you
were born to give. You have a
great appreciation for heritage
and tradition; would make an
excellent historian or archeologist; could also teach in
these fields. Other areas suited
to your talents: Engineering,
the law, science, painting.
Traits to curb: Jealousy and
obstinacy. Birthdate of: G.W.
Goethals, builder of the
Panama Canal; Peter Paul
Rubens, Flemish painter

XC'
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Capital Markets Reported To Be
Having Trouble In Recent Years

Electric Car May Be
Vehicle Of The Future

NEW YORK (AP) — It has
been a postulate of the Securities and Exchange Commission in recent years that one of
the few unique advantages left
to the United States in an increasingly competitive world is
Its capital raising ability.
This view was described by
William Casey, when he was
chairman in 1971 And G. Bradford Cook, who succeeded him
until his resignation Wednesday,
similar
expressed
thoughts. Each felt the capital
markets must be preserved.
These markets for savings,
stocks, bonds and other securities are the biggest fund raisers known to man, bigger than
the U.S. Internal Revenue Service or the Bank of England, a
national treasure existing nowhere else.
They have financed war and
peace and launched and kept
supplied with fresh funds the
expansive corporate machinery
that for years has given the
United States an industrial advantage over all other nations.
But the capital markets have
been having troubles in recent
years.
The old structure developed
cracks. Some brokers failed to
hold up their end, ethically or
financially. The stock exchange
machinery was found to be inadequate and self-serving.
Regulatory guidelines needed
modernizing. Confidence
needed to be restored.
There it is again, that word
"confidence,"synonymous with
faith and trust.
In the hard world of money,
it sounds too conceptual, too
abstract to have reality, but
that isn't so at all. Not only is
it a hard term, it is the bedrock
on which the unique capital
markets are constructed.
Without confidence, people
don't take risks, and that has
been the case with millions of
investors during the past few
years. They might trust the
companies in which they invest,

HUNTINGTON, W. Va. ( AP)
— Lately, the last thing Leland
Bunch checks before leaving
his garage is whether his car
has been plugged in.
Bunch, a Huntington businessman, owns the only electric
automobile in town and is enioying his distinction.
"Sure, I enjoy the looks I get
driving to work.. people don't
know quite what to make of it,"
he said. Bunch has enjoyed too
his car's exposure in the local
news media and lecturing about
Its workings to friends and
neighbors.
But that's not why he bought
it.
"I just think it's the thing of
the future," he said. "We're
hearing so much about our pollution problems.. this seems to
be a good alternative to the
gasoline engine for driving
around town."
Bunch has not parted company with his Cadillac. The
electric car, a product of an
Augusta, Ga., firm, can obtain
a top speed of only 30 miles an
hour and remains unfeasible
for highway driving.
"Around town, I have no
trouble staying up with the flow
of traffic," Bunch said. "The
car will travel 50 miles on one
charging so I can travel back
and forth to work la distance of
three miles ens way) several
times."
The housemaster *ice& of
the golf cart ems be redwirged
overnight when am*plugs his
series of six-volt batteries into
an 110 volt household current.

but they've had doubts abou)the machinery of buying.
And so the SEC and the various exchanges and brokers are
agreed, at least superftclally,
that a new order is needed. Its
purpose: To restore confidence.
That is why the resignation of
Cook, accused by a grand jury
of having submitted to political
pressure in deleting information from an SEC case, is considered so damaging. The timing could hardly have been
worse.
Ironically, Cook was pushing
ahead with the SEC suit in
question, charging Robert Vesco, a financier, with having illegally transfered $241 million
from mutual funds to his accounts and those of others.
But at the same time that he
was pushing the case, the jury
claimed that, at the behest of
Nixon fund raiser Maurice
Stens, he had deleted reference
to Vesco's 6200,000 contribution
to the Nixon presidential campaign.
And so, at a time when many
scared investors were spending
their hiatus from ,active investments to become'spectators
of the SEC's progress toward
modernizing the markets, they
are shaken again.
Those hurt worst are the
mass of individual investors,
many millions of them, who as
a group have more money to
invest in the expansion of the
country than ever before, and
who have demonstrated their
willingness to invest if treated
properly.

The institutions aren't likely
to mind quite so much. A pension fund might invest even
when the market Is poor in order to avoid being swamped by
Incoming funds. To them it is a
matter of necessity rather than
of choice.
But the individual investor
has been quietly waiting while
the regulatory officials, to some
extent with the cooperation of
exchange officials and brokers,
advanced these promises repeatedly in recent months:
—To develop a central market that would assure him of
the lowest prices to be found,
not just on a particular exchange but on or off any market in the country.
—To give the individual investors equal access to information about corporations so
that he wouldn't be at a disadvantage in trading alongside
powerful institutions.
—To restore public confidence in the nation's unique
Marketplace.

1.5 million homes
to be cooled in '13
The aireundiUoning industry will supply about 1.5 million families with new wholehouse cooling systems this
year, the Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration Institute estimates.
This would bring the total
number of centrally cooled
U.S. homes to 10 million.

.Hospital Report ,

"*The charger has an automatic timer so there's no prob-,
lem in overcharging her," he
said.
"It is the batteries that supply power to the car's two
horsepower motor which turns
the driveshaft.
"It's as smooth as sitting in a
chair," Bunch said. "There are
,no vibrations or noise unless
you hit a brick street," he said.
Bunch is satisfied with his
62,000 investment and predicts
that the electric car will grow
in general acceptance.
''There was a delivery being
made to Beckley the same time
I got my car," he said. "So I'm
not the only man in West Virginia to own one.

June 25, 1973
Adults 99
-1 Nursery 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS,
Mrs. Mellodean Nanney
Baby Girl, Route 1, Dexl,
Baby Girl Gamble( Janice Faye
Gamble), Route 5, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Veronica Jean Elkins,
Route 7, Mayfield, William Guy
McCuiston, 1704 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Thomas Rapheal
Jones, 1406 Sycamore St.,
Murray, Johnny Brandon
Wyatt, New Concord, Master
James Lonnie Hudson, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Joy Maddox
Cannon, Route 3, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Thelma Inez Stacy, 208
Moore, Clinton, Mrs. Mary Ann
Copeland, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Nancy Belle Hicks, 503 Payne,
Murray, Vernon Cole, 506 South
8th, Murray, Rufus Glynn
Bomar, Route 2, Paris, Tenn.,
Mre. Ruth Gladys Canady, 1104
Olive, Murray.
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at Big Discounts
Records
Save up to $3.00!
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Real Wheels
MULTI-STYLE

\ CHROME
WHEEL

Major Label LP's! Top Artists!

CHECK EWING'S WHEEL
DEAL 14x6
canoe* with cam* sal
las oats.

14.7

ALSO AVAILABLE

Many, many selections in this special
purchase! Classics Included!
Hundreds of records! Come early
for best selection!

13-12 Treed Depth
leer Phu Mese..

SIZES UP TO 1.5x10
AT COMPARABLE
LOW PRICES

Casopiete wrth crates
ALSO AVAILABLE

sad lag arts.

19

SIZE UP

TO 7.5.10

AT COMPARABLE
LOW PRICES

No Money Down-No Finance Charge FREE Refreshmentsand have a Free Coke on
6 Months To Pay
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

808 Coldwater Road
Near 5 Points

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Hours Mon thru Fri 1 30 5 30 • Saturday 7.30 5 00

us!

•1171-It
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Come In AndSee Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
bll NI11(1111
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* Sale Prices Good June 28th Thru July 4th *

,

July 4th Special Only!!

MEN'S PERMANENTLY PRESSED

Men's Pull-Over

DRESS SLACKS

'Spoof' Shirt

Flares and Straight Legs

00

GIRL'S
SUMMER

GIRL'S

SHORTAILS OUTFITS

NS
k

Sizes 7-14

SPORTYCOATS

$200

BLOUSES
Sizes 7-14
MEN'S WHITE

Reg. '3.37

29

47

JEANS

Values to '4.00

ea.
88
$2

R*00
110.00

"Pamela"
July 4th Spetlall

"
"SAVINGS!!

LADIES

"While It Lasts"

Reg.

99'

40 Rolls of Mountain Mist -wawa
- 4
10
%.
stimpi\

Values to
$350
7.00
Each

$1

00

II Each
ow

ow-

Aws•
-"as
Aiiso

BLOUSES QUILTING COTTON—do

YARN

by Famous Maker

/40
.401600

SPECIAL SELECTION

100% ACRYLIC

LADIES BLOUSES

1111/

it

9
,
Reg. 51.27 9
Roll

...oft
-0111111w
-.411111111

DAN RIVER

1111111* -

Drapery
Fabric

011oura-

Pr-

drip

,
40
1
4/

30c

Reg. '2.74

SHEETS

Reg. '2.20

00
010'

THROW
"Pa
•-•;, '
PILLOWS
Reg. '1.66 — NOW
*1°°
Reg. '1.44 — NOW
*10°
Reg. '1.24 — NOW
874
Reg. 77' NOW 50;

CLOGS

Mens & Boys White

TRACK SHOES

DRESS SHOES

2-6 $
/
31

'1 66

'3.95 Value•

Sunday & Monday,luly

Short
Sets

pair

1st &

2nd

THONGS
Reg.
47'

Reg. 47'

June 30 &
July 1st Only

li, Bag

"
114
H
,‘... 1urri

pr.

Ladies Soft Sole

re
it

Values$3
88
:7.88

HOUSE
SLIPPERS

<,

LADIES

AU. GIRLS

SANDALS

SHORT
SETS

July 4th Special Only!!

INFANT

LADIES

S
byJEAN
World Famous Maker

$

0

1

4,4,4
1
44
/
4
1
8%1

4
1/
4

4

I-

Reg,
BERKLEY

SPIr
k

GIFT SETS
Values
•to '4.44

00each

okkkkil

FOI

ALU

I

BOXED INFANT

DRESSES

Values

•
•,"
•
•i

each
$1 87

Girls

Reg. 1 1.95

.4
.t I
••

2 pail,$ 1 00

99'

57
$2

SHREDDED FOAM

Reg.39'

88

Reg. 1 1.99

Values to '5.97

i

Reg.
1.99

BOYS

Sizes

LADIES

Saturday & Sunday Only!

SKI
Model A
Urge As!
A

411111ammo#

.r‘

szgii $400
00
Pair

Values to $
'5.99

AQUA P

LADIES

DRESS SHOES

SKI4

'Nta
PANTY HOSE & STOCKINGS

2 for$388

Ladies & Girls White

,#,

4.11:11
HOSE 'm"5

17.88 Value

$287
$200
$157

Reg. 13.64

Per Yard

rgyr

BED PILLOWS

SHEETS &
PILLOW CASES

"EL BRUT

LADIES

—Pgcltet size
—Alf purpose

Reg.

$2!T

;
t%

a\

Ilk

515.47

—For fresh o
nterchang
—Exclusive I
—Aluminum
—Stainless s'
—Regular sp

L.
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SHOP UNCLE

II

JEFF'S and
n

• si M

plasm

1115111111111111111...,-..-•••iummarn
MN

SAVE!

I',As ••
A 111

•II Ien s
• ax
w•••_
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••• Cnm Ii

WE'LL BE OPEN

7111

* JULY 4th *

4-4 11111111111111111111111111111b1 v
LOWRANCE

20 GALLON

.

GALVANIZED

Model LFP 300

FISH LO-CA-TOR

,99,

INDICATES DEPTH
July 4th Spiociall

Reg.$1

179.95 I I

Reg. '12.99

11111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIII. *

Model 510 Lifetime

"The Mustang"

1A97
.
$
Special! Milr'imr pair

CAST IRON

PROPANE
LANTERN

Regular Price
539.57 pair

Bar-B-Q

GRILL

v- Single Mantle
Complete with 16.4-oz.
Propane Bottle
Combination Smoker/
Bar-B-Q Grill
Uncle Jeff's

$ 1 1 47

Model 5107-108
E11066

AMERICAN FLAG

GRILL MASTER

"EL BRUTO THE BRUTE"
Super ConcaveSlalom

WITH STAFF

Model 3033

BARREL

Reg. 41.27 each

BAR-B-Q
AQUA KING

SKIS

GRILL

Reg. 541.77

Reg. '3.37

Smoker
Bar-B-Q Grill

Special! $
2
87

SHYSTER LURES
White, Yellow, Red

$ 1 297

1

*‘11111111111111111111111111111111111 *

Model AK6C

TENNIS
RACKETS
$137

Inflatable Vinyl

ASSORTED WOOD

AIR MATTRESS

LURES

Size 67"x27"

by Shakespeare
Deep Divers

5 Tubes
Contour Pillow

Floaters

From

2 Valves

Cypress Garden

ASHBY

WENZEL

SKIS

FOLDING

Grooved Slalom

COT
$

97
List Price

BERKLEY OPEN FACE Model 426A

SPINNING REEL
—P9CItet site tackle box for baits, etc
—All purpose Tote box tor bait boxes,other use

52.50
SHAKESPEARE

20 lbs.

Uncle Jeff Reg. '34.67

Model DF-3

line change
With adapter for instant

Reg. '72.97 $54497

CAMP TENT

Sale Price$31

4. Ili 11111111111111111111111111111ffih *
Zebco 202

REEL FEATURES
fishing, powerful 32 to I retrieve
- For fresh Or light salt water
hand use
—Interchangable handle fox right or left
—Exclusive level wind system.
body.
— Aluminum spool hood and reel
line roller guide
—Stainless steel bait, hard chromed
lb test Trilene
yds,10
225
capacity,
— Regular spool

sup

• 0•

D2705

—Durable 6 oz. high count dry finish drill
—Armoc-Tough DuPont Typar waterproof & Mildew proof
floor
—Comfort cross venelation thru zippered screen door &
screened rear window
—Convenient hang loop in vent
—Easy to erect exterior aluminum frame. Jointed aluminum
canopy poles metal stakes & synthetic guy ropes.
—Rase Tx 7'
—Center Height 5' 4"
Ease Height 3' 10"
Ease Square 33"

ALUMINUM
Reg. '9.27

M
N

Ira

II
II

SK is

•

ROD
& REEL

July 4th Special!

'1114111U

97
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Requirements
Extended To
ng Companies

AP News Analysis

Congress Trying To Put Lid
On Rising Campaign Spendi

Interest Pushing Diamond Prices Up

LOUISVILLE, —Quarterly
reporting requirements have
im- been extended to all companies
The spending pressure is Lo- over-all spending. It also
By WALTER R. MEARS
new requirements for with annual sales or revenues
auposed
an
less
No
s.
upward
Writer
deed
Press
ated
Associ
ure of political contribu- between $50 million and $250
WASHINGTON (AP) — By thority than the man in charge disclos
Presitions.
million as part of an intensive
for
1964, political campaigning of collecting money
estimated $400 million program to monitor prices and
has
An
ign
campa
1972
s
nNixon'
electio
dent
ion
$1-bill
a
be
could
spent by all candidates in profits, the Cost of Living
year business of spending con- testified that the campaign was
of
1972
the
campaign.
point
Council announced. This action
the
to
tinues to escalate as it has in budget soared
bill awaiting action in the Increases the number of firms
A
l.
overkil
.
decade
past
the
cut required to submit data on
It ran to over $50 billion, Senate would attempt to
Congress is trying to legislate
g costs, profits, and prices from
tly,
by
seekin
Indirec
ng
Demospendi
the
what
a lid. Watergate, and the cam- about twice
the duration of cam- about 800 to approximately
paign inflation that confronts cratic effort is reported to have to reduce
paigns. That measure would set 3,100.
all politicians, is likely to bring cost.
unCouncil Director John T.
an
presidential and congressional
raise
to
was
"My Job
action.
," elections ahead a month, to the Dunlap stated: "The new
One Senate committee has believable amount of money
Sen- first Tuesday in October, with reporting requirements imapproved, and another Is con- Maurice H. Stens told the
President's
national nominating con- plement the
tee.
commit
ate
a
ate Waterg
sidering, a bill that would set
.
directive to the Internal
As Stars told it, he com- ventions to be held in August
ceiling of 25 cents per eligible
So far, a law designed to Revenue Service that a full and
voter on spending by each can- plained repeatedly about the
tax money available for comprehensive audit be conmake
finally
and
,
budget
g
for
soarin
didate in future campaigns
ntial campaigns has ducted of all companies which
preside
ent
raised the issue with Presid
federal office.
been a flop. That is the ar- raised prices more than 1.5
1972.
mber
Septe
be
in
would
Nixon
still
that
say
Critics
a tax- percent above the January 10,
Amid this year's Watergate rangement under which
too much money, but at this
of 1973, ceiling. These newly
dollar
a
ate
design
can
payer
ed
propos
point there is no ceiling on disclosures, Nixon
for presidential cam- required reports will provide an
return
his
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n
electio
an
of
on
spend.
creati
can
ates
what candid
paign financing.
immediate focus for IRS audits.
Sen. Adlid E. Stevenson III, commission to report by next
would
Rollbacks will be ordered in all
te
D-M., who has proposed more December. Its manda
ign
cases where cost justification is
campa
of
study
e
a
with
Includ
d
couple
limits
stringent
fiinadequate.
found
public
e
possibl
camand
of
cotes
partial public financing
In addition, the data
paigns, ventured the $1 billion nancing.
gaberated by these reports will
A bill designed to control
estimate of total eampaign
be used in the formulation of
ng
took
spendi
al
all
politic
News
t
ay
for
Marke
runaw
Federal State
spending by candidates
IV policy."
obPhase
but
1972,
7,
effect on April
Service June 27, 1973
offices in the 1964 elections.
Specifically, those companies
It is a projection based on a viously it didn't work. That law Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
revenues between
212 per cent increase in over-all set ceilings on some categories Market Report Includes 9 with annual
6250 million are
and
million
tele$60
y
notabl
,
Buying Stations
campaign outlays between the of expenditures
Form
vision and radio, but not on Receipts: Act. 863 Est. 550 being required to submit
1960 and 1472 elections.
Under
l.
Counci
the
to
CLC-3
50
fully
Gilts
&
Barrows an
tions, these firms
cents lower Sows fully steady. current regula
te Form
US 1-2 203-230 the., 39.75-40.00 are required to comple
it in their files.
retain
and
CLC-2
9.75
39.25-3
the.,
200-250
US 1-3
is now requiring
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 38.50-39.25 The Council
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
be submitted by
to
s
these
report
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 38.00-38.50
NG SERVICES. INC.
A DIVISION Of witictrESTER MINTI
1973.
30,
June
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 34.00-35.00
at 35.25
few
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
I TO 1,1100 COPIES
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 33.00-34.00
PRINTING AND
Camera Ready Copy Only.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 32.00-33.00
Boars 28.00-32.00
DUPLICATING

Purchase Area
Hog Market

NEW YORK )AP) — "A girl
is a diamond's best friend,"
said the jewel merchant in
commenting upon the surge of
interest among women the
world over that is helping to
push diamond prices to unprecedented figures.
Statistics compiled by Dun &
Bradstreet show that a high
quality diamond that sold for
$1,200 in 1963 had risen to $1,590
by early 1963 and to 63,800 in
February of this year.
But since then, according to
George Kaplan, vice president
of Lazare Kaplan International,
one of the country's largest finishers of quality stones, that
same diamond has risen another $1,200 to around $5,000.
"The girls in Japan and Germany want to emulate their sisters in the United States," said
Kaplan, who reports that
wholesalers from those countries now visit the United
States as they visit Switzerland
for watches
"The girls want more than
the washing machines and other appliances they see on television," he continued. "They
also want something to show
the girls in the office."

Fast Print Copy Center

LONDON VISITORS
An increasing number of
visitors conies to London each
year: two million in 1964; five
million in 1970; an expected
eight million this year and
possibly 121-1 million by 1975.

When You Think

HOME
IMPROVEMENT
Think ol Sears and get
Guaranteed
Installation
bq Sears
Authorized
Installers!

Ku deal04 ceif,YA %Sewed
_

Improvement. For conTake the worry out of Home
the purchase of your
venient one-stop shopping, from
to installation you
merchandise, to expert planning,
-Authorized Installers.
deal only with Sears and Sears
arrange for remodeling or
Go easy on yourself . . .
. . A Sears home immodernizing jobs with Sears .
help plan and provide
provement expert can estimate,
save you time and money!
you wit13 handy tips that will

et)

i
.

Lets'44 4414'e

sogo+cey-/

g price on quality
Let me give you Sears low catalo
reputation for
Sears
by
backed
labor
materials and
and estimatng
planni
ed
Detail
complete satisfaction.
as near as your
are
ies
facilit
credit
iv
well
as
ing
through Sears
phone. All installation labor provided
manner in
nlike
workma
shall be performed in a neat,
practices.
trade
ed
accept
lly
genera
with
ance
accord
to all local laws,
Further all installations shall adhere

Larry Lyles
(net..

Ilep.••••.......•

I

Sears

[11 .111 CO
,
111•11 .411.

SI( MG SOO. O.
•S.

1.00
$
s
2AforL11E plu
CONTINUES
S

Phone 753-2310

CATALOG SALES OFFICE

Crossw
ACROSS
1 Kind of fabric
8 Irwin swoptIbOuri
11 Mistakes
13 Body of water
14 Note of we
15 Precious stone
17 Preposition
18 Snits
20 Spirited horse
21 Eashopoc
22 Wife of Zeus
24 Mate sheep
25 Choicest
28 DISCIOSII
28 Datum
29 Sly fool'
300.o
31 Clayey earth
32 Second of two
34 male Ow
35 Transoms!)
36 Let d stand
38 Beverage
39 Wild
41 Gui0o seep
OIl
42 Negative prefix
ers
Buccane
43
45 Pail of -to be"
48 Back down
48 Landed 0r
50 Ceases
61 More rabonal
DOWN

Me Psalms
2 Rubber on pencil
3 Railroad labbr

NANCY'S
HOUSE of SHOES

102 W. Washington — Paris, Tenn.

SIMMONS SHOE STORE

giet9aOtta4104xnW49

LIVING ROOM DINETTE SUITE
SUITE

'7995

PUT
TO

musicai sign
°caning in

LUCY'S SHOE BOX

SPRAY PAINT

59;

'4895

Very Special
and

BEDROOM SUITES

FREE

A Two End Tables
,
I, Two Table Lamps
v One Coffee Table

$9250°

CHENILLE VELVET
'TRADITIONAL SOFA

BEDROOM SUITES

STACK
CHAIRS

BLONDIE
WOW! 1 CA
AMOTWER EP
;ICAO-1E
CAPACI

THE PHA
IA
SCARE

0:
47
4
9Cto
:

Boat, Directors,
Fishing & Deck Chairs

BEATLE B

$1400

BOAT PADDLES

NANCY

99;

rPaym

$19600

.er

BANQUET TABLES

Reg.

could find evidence supporting
IS I per cent of the claims for

SEARS
Murray, Ky.
Southside Shopping Center -

As Our

204 &

For FREE osti;ai• or your
convani•ocit,

Evenings, 753-3501
Scars Has a Credit Pian
to Suit tor Needs

Nancy's-House of Shoes

For every one of those drugs
By JOHN STOWELL
reviewed, Hutt said, there are
Associated Press Writer
14th Street — Humboldt, Tennessee
WASHINGTON (AP) — Its five to 13 "me too" drugs
regulatory muscle strengthened which are identical, similar or
Union City,
101 So
by the Supreme Court, the related
Tennessee
Those 30,000 to 40,000'drugs
Food and Drug Administration
1st Street
plans to demand proof of effec- also will fall under review in
tiveness for some 40,000 pre- light of the court's decision, he
scription drugs marketed for up said.
to 35 years.
As many as 8,000 could be
banned as worthless, based on
earlier agency actions, with
vast implications for the pharmaceutical industry and the
American public, which spends
more than $7 billion a year for
drugs of all kinds.
Briggs
"Let's face it. I'm going to
5 Piece
2-Piece Vinyl
have to think up a new review
procedure," said a jubilant Peter B. Hutt, FDA general counHeavy plastic seat,
sel.
From
e
Choos
to
Colors
19
Legs
e
The Pharmaceutical ManuChrom
sturdy tubular frame.
Heavy
facturers Association, repre13-oz. can
senting 113 firms producing 91:1
Easy Care Finish
Makes sofa bed!
per cent of U.S. prescription
drugs, declined comment.
Hutt claimed a landmark victory for the FDA in the high
court's decision Monday in five
cases brought by drug comFOLDING
FINE
panies fighting federal regulatory efforts.
"I can't think of any decision
that has had more significance
4-Pc. Pecan-King Size Door
In food and drug law," he said.
islegal
of
the
At the center
Dresser-Twin Mirrors —Door Chest
sue was the 1962 Kefauver-HarHeavy canvas duck, beautiful colors
Door Commode -Night Stand
ris amendment, passed after
Eur
in
disaste
the thalidomide
rope, requiring proof of effecStratford House Norman Heikier
$400 to
tiveness for new drugs as well
d
ructe
const
ful
beauti
This
n.
desig
as older ones cleared for safety
under a 1938 law.
suite of pecan veneers rash solids
The court unanimously ruled,
WOODEN
with the purchase of this
in effect, that "me too" drugs
copying those formally approved must pass the same
tests; that the FDA and not the
Asstd. lengths, slight irregular%
courts has primary jurisdiction
THE SPANISH LOOK!
in determining what is a new
Limit _2 per customer,
by Basset
4-PIECE
drug; and that the FDA can
g
to
it
feels
firms
hearin
deny a
none to dealers.
Scotchguard- 82" Long
failed to submit substantial
Reversible Cushions
proof of effectiveness.
by Camden
Hutt said the court decisions
Pillow Back
Each
go far beyond the narrow speTriple dresser, landscape mirror,
cial issue of new drugs. It will
chair back, head board, jumbo
have important consequences
8-FOOT FOLDING
for FDA reviews of food addiroller frame chest-on-chest-two
tives, diagnostic products, biodrawer-night stand-heavy brass
Only
logics and vaccines, and oversor
nonpre
the-counter (OTC)
hardware-laminated top
Price of oil
Slight irregulars. Sturdy metal
cription drugs, he said

INSTALLATION GUARANTEE
workmanIf defects should appear in installation Sean will.
installation,
ship within one year of
such defects to be
upon notice from you, cause
colt
nal
additio
no
at
ed
correct

claims that the biggest price increases are occurring among
the larger and higher quality
diamonds.
With prices rising so strongly, wary speculators are inclined to ask, "What if some
company learns to manufacture
diamonds instead of digging
them from the ground?"
To which Kaplan answers,
"General Electric already has,
but the cost of manufacture is
so high that dealers would have
to charge more for them than
for real diamonds."

at

Because of the growing demand and the limited supply—
all the rough diamonds found in
the world in a single yea:
me only one 244-ton
would fill
20 million Ameritruck
can women have more of an inflation hedge than they realize.
The fear of inflation, as well
as rising demand for engagement rings, is involved in the
diamond price increases, as it

Prescription drugs will feel
the most immediate impact.
The FIVA contracted with the
National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council in
the early 1960s to study 16,357
efficacy claims for 3.R99 drugs
including 331 OTCs
The academy reported that it

nces.
codes, regulation/ and ordina

based on imports of rough diamonds into the United States:
1961 ... $194 million.
1967 ... $368 million.
1972... $627 million.
Since retail prices average
about 66 per cent higher than
import prices of rough stones,
Kaplan estimates that sales
through jewelry stores this
year will top $1 billion, compared with $653 million last
year.
Kaplan, whose company has
a reputation for cutting some of
the world's finest stones,

Come Meet Tim

FDA Plans To Demand
Proof Of Effectiveness

TEMPLE FOUND
A pagan temple, complete
with frescoes and statuary,
has been located under the
floor of one of Rome's oldest
Christian churches, St.
Stephen the Rotund, a 15th
Century circular church.

50443 MAIN STREET — P1-404'4E 753.46452
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

is in the price of gold and antiques and paintings.
Rising prices are a worldwide
phenomenon, and repeated currency disruptions accentuate
the problem. People traditionally seek security in objects of
real value when they begin to
fear paper currency.
While not wishing that monetary insecurity should continue,
Kaplan says he sees no reason
why sales shouldn't continue to
rim sharply, pushing prices
even higher.
Here's the industry trend,

prescription drugs. and 25

per

cent of the OTcs
The FDA said about 525 of
the drugs have been removed
from the market and others
relabeled or reformulated.

s429°°

6 items- 2285.85'

•Low, Low Cash Pric

MARK

414 North Market Sir

frame, laminated plastic tops.

29°°
Can Be Arranged

Lit' AINE

cI

DON'T MIN
YOUR LEAVI
WITH THE
SILVER
•,..._
'

4 SALES

Don Veazey, Mgr. - Phone 642-6996
Pa

Tennessee
4.-11
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National Search On For 4-H Alumni

PUT
TO WORK FORYOU

41 ALUMNI RECOGNITION
NOMINATION FORM
City

Address

Crossword Puzzle

AwmatorselwillsysPutzle

ACROSS

1

•

4 Deity
5 Goddess ol
discord
6 Supply
7 Unixeuai
8 Cyarinoid tisk
9 Craftiest
10 Ductrine
12 Petty ruler
13 Verse
18 Repeat
19 Make reedy
21 Conceal
23 Turn aside
25 Badgers
27 Lamprey
28 Obese
30 Woolly
31 Polo stick
32 Unit of Italian
CUITIOCy
1

2

3

D
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iwe 00CM =IMMO
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Tail
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Withered
More domesticated
39 Tropical fruit
(Pl

a
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---

T'=.:̀'"•-.,4 29
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1
occurring ri
42
the Psalms
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"Any 4-H program can be
made better with the involvement of 4-H alumni," says
Kenneth H. Anderson, associate director, National 4-H
Service Committee. "4-H
alumni add experience and
enthusiasm to programs by
serving as volunteer leader,
resource persons, seminar and
project leaders, judges at 4-H
events, and organization
boosters," Anderson explained.
"That's only one of the
reasons for an all-out alumni
search by the National 4-H
Service Committee," the
organization's spokesman
explaified. "With the Cooperative-txtension Service and
support of Olin Corporation,
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4-H ALUMNI SEARCH
Coupons To: National 4-H Service Committee
59 East Van Buren Street
Chicago. IL 60605

donor of awards in the
national 4-H alumni recognition program, we also hope to
involve more former 4-H
menibers in today's on going
programs," Anderson added.
Over 31 million 4-H
alumni are spread strategically across the country. "And
many are doing a great job in
their communities aiding 4-H,
other youth groups and their
communities," the associate
director said. "They deserve
more recognition then they
have sometimes received," he
added. •
All citizens are being
encouraged to participate in
the 4-H alumni search. Nantes
can be submitted to County
Extension Service offices by
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who you feel is deserving of recognition as a 4 H alum, send us their name, We
will forward your nomination to the State and County 441 Offices in your area.
With your cooperation, we and Olin Corporation, program sponsor, can recognize
those former 4-Hers who are today living up to the motto to make the best better".
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phone or card. Or the
attached coupon may be sent
to the National Committee.
All names will be/forwarded to the appropriate State
4-H Leaders.
As sponsor ofi the program, Olin Corposition provides up to four gold medals
of honor in each county and
burnished copper plaques to
four state honorees.
National awards, eight in
number, include expense-paid
trips to the, 1974 National
4-H Congress, in Chicago, and
gold key awards.

Blood
donations
pour in
Copley News Service
A few years ago the cartoon
of a sad little man sitting on
the curb caught the American
public's eye because he was
saying: "People are no
darned good:'
Well, now some cartoonist
should draw the little man
with a smile as he says: "People aren't all that bad."
The Costello family of Santa
Rosa, Calif., could tell you
about that. Four Costello children are due to undergo open
heart surgery at Stanford
Medical Center late this
month to correct life-shortening defects.
The Costellos aren't a
wealthy family and the 28
pints of blood the children will
need would cost hundreds of
dollars at the $25 to $30 per
pint going rate for blood
A local radio station broadcast a plea for blood donors.
But it needn't have bothered.
When the story of the upcoming Castello operations
was published in California
newspapers, the offers for
blood donations came pouring
in.
Now the Costello youngsters
are certain to have plenty of
blood, and there will be some
left over to store in blood
banks. Naval units cfonated
some 30 pints and another 25
came from donors in the San
Francisco area.
"You really find out what
people are like when you need
some help," says Mrs. Ruby
Costello, mother of Richard,
15; Karen, 4; Kevin, 13, and
David, 18. All were born with
congenital heart defects.
The $20,000 cost of the operations will be paid by the
Kaiser Foundation and
through Teamster Union
benefits. The father, David
Costello, is a. union member.
And speaking of heartwarming yarns, 11-year-old
Robert Hardy of Carmichael,
Calif., was wading in a trailer
park pool the other day and
stumbled on something along
the bottom.
What his foot had struck
was 5-year-old Ingrid Dilts.
She had fallen in the pool and
apparently struck her head.
Robert pulled the child to
the surface and shouted for
help. Her father came running and applied mouth-tomouth resuscitation to the unconscious child until the fire
department arrived with an
inhalator.
"If it hadn't been for Robert
we wouldn't have our Little
girl now," says the grateful
Dilts.
• _
Yet Fire Capt. Marvin
Pierce says Robert seemed
surprised by the praise for his
rescue of little Ingrid.
"He seems to think that
what he did he was supposed
to do, and doesn't see that it
was anything out of the ordinary," Pierce says. "A lot of
youngsters would have panicked under those circumstances_ So would many
adults."
Ingrid, by the way, recovered and is "eating like
crazy" again, her mother
says.

AUCTION SAILE

ntique Auction
JUNE 30
SATURDAY
Rain or Shine
10:00 a.m.
1401 Popular St., Benton, Ky.
at
WHITE HOUSE ANTIQUES
Mr. and Mrs. Aron Colson have changed location and to
acquaint friends and customers with their new place
WHITE HOUSE ANTIQUES
They ARE having this outstanding auction. Including
walnut pieces: gooseneck rocker, hall tree, pier mirror,
plantation desk, platform rocker, pump Organ, Jackson
press, bed, dresser with marble top, corner cabinet, dry
sink, library table, other walnut pieces. 60" round oak
table, 6 matching chairs, 1 rocker all claw foot), buffet,
blanket chest, cherry couch with rope post, chip-n-dale
Secretary, round top trunk, french edache, love seat,
game table, curved glass china cabinet, beautiful cannonball brass bed, wall phone, spinning wheel, Tiffany
type lamp, cut glass lamp, blue pottery, such as butter
dish, blue and brown cow Pitcher,"h—ciney dish, bee and
hive design, Variety of glassware and small pieces.
Pictures and frames, clocks, Indian relics, Walnut and
other nice furniture added since advertsing. No junk
I.W. Shoemaker in charge of sale
We have never offered such nice pieces before. Eats and
Drinks available. Not responsible for accident or items
after purchase. We invite all lovers of furniture especially
walnut to be with us. For information phone Benton 5271661 or Murray 753-3375.
Mr. and Mrs. Colson will be opened for inspection
Friday June 29th from 12 noon till 10:00 PM.

Super Antique Auction
Saturday, June 30, 1973
9:00 AJVI. Sharp

Home of Ray Shupe
212 miles from Mayfield on Hopewell Road. Follow Auction
signs
This is an absolute last bidder auction. Complete disposal
— Everyone Welcome—
Below is a partial list of merchandise to be sold:
Over 200 pieces of depression and old collectable glass,
complete set of Red Royal Ruby, set of dark green, some
antique furniture, other houshold furniture. Hand and power
tools, 10 ft. John boat, electric trolling motor, 1963 Ford Van,
1964 Chevelle Malibu Wagon and 1962 Rambler Station
Wagon fall in good condition I. Singer sewing machine,
record player I battery or electric ). Old magazine table with
racks, several radios, 2 televisions, bean pots, kettles, milk
eans,6 old oil lamps,churn, cork bottles, 2 old ice boxes, well
buckets, pictures, plaques. Many, many more nice items.

Come Early ... Stay Late It
_Lunch served—Plenty of parking

Legal Notice
Dec'd and that the same has
approved by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to lie ov
for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception
thereto will do so on or before
July 23, 1973 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 25 day of:
June, 1973.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
is
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP't

NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby givei
that a report of FINAL settlement of accounts was on JUN
25, 1973 filed by Eva Grogaq
Hale, Executrix of the estate of
Lola Grogan McKinney, Deed
and that the same has been ap:proved by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to lie ovef
for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception
thereto will do so on or befori
July M,1973 or be forever barredi
Witness my hand this 25 day of
June, 1473.
By Marvin Harris
COunty Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C. IT?

NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statues, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of FINAL settlement of accounts was on JUNE
25, 1973 filed by Reba Mae
Overbey and Martha Sue Ryan,
Co-Administrators of Estate of
Maude H. Key, Deed and that
the same has been approved by
the Calloway County Court and
ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before July 23, 1973 or be
forever barred. Witness my hand
this M day of June 23, 1973.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP

WILL WRIGHT & SON
LEGAL NOTICE
Statement Of
Nondiscrimination
Rural
Kentucky
"West
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. has filed with the
Federal Government a COTT1pliance Assurance in which it
assures the Rural Electrification
PERMANENT OFFICE POSITION
Administration that it will
all
with
Must be a reliable, mature person who is willing comply fully
requirements of Title VI of the
to learn a difficult job.
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Rules and Regulations of the
Apply In Writing :
Department of Agriculture
issued thereunder, to the end that
P.O. BOX 574 toGivng
no person in the United States
shall,
on the ground of race,
age, experience, education and marital status.
color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be
SALES CONSULTANT, married, denied the benefits of, or be
with some sales experience. otherwise
to
subjected
Salary plus commission. Ex- discrimination in the conduct of
pected income $2504300 per its program and the operation of
week to the right man. Phone 443- its facilities. Under this
4595 , Paducah for apAssurance, this organization is
J28C committed not to discriminate
pointment.
against any person on the ground
Experience prefered.
WANT SOMEONE to live in of race, color or national origin in
Hourly wage, good working
house with lady as companion. its policies and practices relating
condition. Also need person
Free month rent utilities just for to applications for service or any
with car for light delivery
companion. Everything free if other policies and practices
work.
J28P relating to treatment of
Interested. Call 753-8370.
beneficiaries and participants
Call .
including rates, conditions and
Notice
er
r
g
3
Legal
he-14
3 1375
Mra
.tEi7c5
extension of service, use of any of
its facilities, attendance at and
NOTICE
participation in any meetings of
In accordance with Kentucky beneficiaries and participants or
Between 9 am & 4 pm
Statues, Sections 25.195 and the exercise of any rights of such
25 200: Notice is hereby given beneficiaries and participants in
that a report of FINAL set- the conduct of the operations of
COURIER-JOURNAL paper boy tlement of accounts was on JUNE this organization.
for route in city of Murray. For 25, 1973 filed by Willie Ray Jones, "Any person who believes
J30C Executor of
details call 753-8931.
the estate of Com- himself, or any specific class of
modore Jones, Dec'd and that the individuals, to be subjected by
organization
to
MALE HELP wanted apply in same has been approved by the this
person to Thornton Tile, S. 9th, Calloway County Court and or- discrimination prohibited by
No phone calls please.
ITC dered filed to lie over for ex- Title VI of the Act and the Rules
ceptions. Any person desiring to and
Regulations
issued
file any exception thereto will do thereunder may, by himself or a
INSURANCE SALESMAN
so on or before July 23, 1973 or be representative, file with the
Need two men or women in
forever barred. Witness my hand Secretary of
Agriculture,
your area to help me
this 25 day of June, 1973.
Washington, D.C., 20250, or the
service our present clients
By Marvin Harris
Rural
Electrification
Adfull or part time. ComCounty Court Clock,
ministration, Washington, D.C.
mission plus renewals and
Calloway Count)N •
20250, or this organization, or all,
bonus. For full information
Kentucky
a written complaint. Such
and personal interview
By: Judith Ainley, D-C 1TP complaint must be filed not later
write to or phone:
than 90 days after the alleged
Mr. John W. Isbell
discrimination, or by such later
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
NOTICE
date to which the Secretary of
Box 442
In accordance with Kentucky Agriculture or the Rural ElecFulton, Ky. 42041
Statues, Sections 25.195 and trification Administration exPhone 472-3925
25.200: Notice is hereby given tends the time for filing. Identity
that a report of FINAL set- of complainants will be kept
tlement of accounts was on JUNE confidential except to the extent
25, 1973 filed by James Edward necessary to carry out the purDiuguid, Administrator of the poses of the Rules and
ITC
estate of James Scott Dittguid, Regulations "

AUCTIONEERS

HELP WANTED

Telephone
Sales
People

classified ad
pine OFF/
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PIANO
TUNING-Repairl
In accordance with Kentucky
10....0.3COICICA.K.CV.:401!.:*.A...Ficil
4 PK.C.C.X.:
BEAUTIFUL Valarah
MODERN
rebuilding.
Prompt expert
and
25.195
all new '73 ::11!
Sections
Statutes,
the
in
Road
the
Hit
2
Apts., unfurnished,
service. 15 years experience.
35.200: Notice is hereby given Lee
Shasta or Golden Falcon
bedroom, bath, utility, living
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W.
that a report of FINAL set'Travel Trailers
Air-conditioned,
kitchen.
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, Phone
Tent Campers
tlement of accounts was on JUNE room,
Stareraft
range, garbage
753-8911.
TFC
35, 1973 filed by Lillian Bracy, refrigerator,
also LaPaCo Truck Toppers
Carpeted. Phone 753'4 See . . .
illi
Administratrix of the estate of disposal.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. 24" all aluminum-$200.00
J28C
Lonardo
Murray, Dec'd and that the 3865.
plan.
purchase
to
Rent
Stardi-House Utility Buildings
Piano Company, across from
*me has been approved by the
.
:
t
lake
bedroom,
all
sizes-full stock-no
41:
PostOffice, Parts,Tenn.
J29C
Calloway County Court and or- KY. LAKE two
foundation required.
dered filed to lie over for ex- Front home for rent by week
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin Check with us before buying.
ceptions. Any person desiring to during July and August. Free
grand piano, console piano. We will NOT be undersold.
file any exception thereto will do anchor or boat slip available, Call
J2C
Lonardo Piano Company, across
so on or before July 7J, 1973 or be 436-5459 after 7:30 p.m.
Gillespie Motor Co.
from Post Office, Paris Tenforever barred. Witness my hand
E. Wood St.
DEPENDABLE WATCH and ZIPPERS-7 cents. Polyes,ter, all
J29C
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
nessee.
this 25 day of June, 1973.
Paris, Tenn.
dock repair. See Clifton Paschall colors and lengths, duriiig the
apartment. Air conditioned,
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
' By Mirvin Harris
Phone 901-842-1751
off Murray-Lynn Grove Highway "hotter-n-a-fire-popper-sale" at
ajacent to MSU Campus. Couple
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
County Court Clerk,
Mon
p.m.
your Singer Center, Belaire
6
8
to
am.
Hours:
mile north of Scotty's
J30C
only, Phone 753-3805.
craftsman Piano Technician
Calloway County,
Center.J29C
J28P Shopping
y.
TFC thru Fri., Sat. 8 a.m. 'till 2 Crt
Guild
Kentucky
p.m.
1TP
D.C.
Ainley,
Judith
By:
NOTICE
30 x 50 building for
ComAUCTION SALE
ork.
a
automothe
Of
plete alai air compressor.
STORAGE
UNCLAIMED
office, and 4 iner-head
GOODS
doors. Phone 753-3018.
Now Taking Applications for
In accordance with the
to
355.7-206
/CRS
of
'Provisions
AUTOS FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
SERI,IC111 OFFERED
IiRS 355.7-210, inclusive, Clifton
FREE
ESTIMATE on septic tank
11. Emerson,of Emerson Movers, 1967 PONTLAC Bonneville, four JERRY'S REFINISHING & installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
and
miles
power
double
6
door
hardtop,
Furniture,
Built
10:00
Custom
at
1973,
7,
July
*ill, on
At Calloway County High School and Faxon and Hazel
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
o'clock a.m., sell at public air conditioned. Phone 753The annual meeting of the members will be held
Elementary Schools.
J29C
5644.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- CARPENTER, ROOFING and
auction on the premises of
Contact Supt. William B. Miller at the new location of the
TFC concrete work. Call after 6 pan.
at the office of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
tmerson Movers, at 703 South 1964 FORD Falcon Future, 6-8837.
Board of Education, 401 North lilth Street.
J30C
753-0629.
fmirth Street, Route 5, Murray, cylinder straight shift. Excellent
JARVLS Painting
Growers Association, Murray, Ky., Wednesday, July
tentucky:, unclaimed household condition. Original owner. Phone CLAYTT &
churches,
Homes,
Contractors.
perand
furniture
kitchen
and
328P
436-2243.
SIGNS hand lettered
11, 1973, at 11 o'clock a.m., for the purpose of
commercial. Free estimate in- HANNA
commercial arts. Phone 753aortal belongings stored with him
and completion
starting
cludes
9085.
hearing the President's Report and a General
Iii April 1, 1972 and not claimed,
julY5C‘.
good dates,and complete description
440,
DODGE
1964
so much thereof as may be
Will
Classes
Cheap.
Start:
will
condition.
mechanical
of materials to be used. You
Discussion of the cooperative's affairs.
liecessary to pay the liens
Phone 753-4877 from 8 until 5.J28C like our quality and prices. Stop ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
2
AM.-JULY
MONDAY-10:00
'hereon and the expenses of the
watin' call Clayton at 437-4790 or gutters. We cover all expand
gale, plus advertising and other
Sports
July 10P wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
Super
CHEVELLE
1966
437-4712.
material
lust claims against said
_enamel aluminum siding. All
753transmission.
automatic
289,
in the surn of $295.80 as of June 1,
School
aluminum gutters and down
34,
J
WILL KEEP children age
• In Front of South Marshall High
1073, owed to Emerson Movers, 8953.
Phone
estimates.
Free
Classes Taught by Thelma Nanney
Five days a week 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. 'Pmts.
kw moving and storage of said
July 3C
Julic 7534783.
furniture.
1968 DATSUN Sports convertible, Phone 753-am.
Call 527-7157 or 753-5639

t:

For Some Outstanding
REAL ESTATE BUYS

tig
ERE-

ROBERTS REALTY'S;

im*.

•
▪

:4.
Ad in Friday's Home Improvement :
Tabloid
AA::+:31:*:.7.9C4C.O.E.C.K.c0::401C4::.+421i

N-0-T-I -C-E

Calloway County Board of Education

Members of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers
Association

CUSTODIANS

learn Cake Decorating
The House of Cakes

Said furniture and personal new top, tires with wire hub caps.
property was stored by Mrs. Five speed, real sharp. Call 753Dorothy Cashion, whose present 8760 or see at El's Gulf at Five
Jul2C
address is unknown, and includes Points
hiring room, bedroom, dining
toocn, and kitchen furniture and 1968 LOCAL one owner Mustang,
appliances as well as bar bells. 289,4-speed. Price $1095, call 753J28C
Small electric organ, and 6142.
Motorola Stereo, as well as
miscellaneous cartons, con- 1966
CHEVROLET, four door,
sisting of 3,170 pounds, all of automatic, V-6, perfect
condition.
which has been stored for more Phone 753-3732.
J30C
than twelve meths, on which
are
charges
inoving and storage
in default For further in- 1909 DODGE GT sports with new
formation, inquire of Emerson motor and transmission. Phone
J30C
Movers. Douglas Shoemaker will 7534858.
.pie auctioneer.
1972 PLYMOUTH Cricket, like
' EMERSON MOVERS
Emerson new, mileage 7,350. Price 11,600.
; By: Clifton B.
J30C
J2l&J28C Phone 753-0509
•

FOR RENT

NOTICE

• apering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
•

oug on
/53-0961

R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
work guaranteed. Business and
residential. Free estimates.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247TFC
7201.

1'53- tills.

1969 GRAND Prix S.J. Silver with
black top, tilt wheel, leather
interior, power seat and win-.
dows. Call 753-7136 after 5
J29C
p.m.

skeleton crew in order to handle
emergencies.

TWO BEDROOM trailer for rent, 1971 VW,Super beetle, automatic
, 2% miles west of Alrno Heights on stick. Yellow with black interior.
464. Phone 753-3539 all electric Phone 492-8879.
J29C BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
J28C
- and air-conditioned.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138.
Excellent
BEETLE.
VW
1970
TFC
TWO BEDROOM frame house condition. Phone 753-2348.
J3C or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
carpeted throughout. Wired for
electric stove, washer and dryer. 1961 CHEVY pick-up with cattle CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
. No pets or children. Phone 753- racks, motor good condition, steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
J2C body fair, $300.00. 753-3237. J29C Mister 489-2504.
TFC
,1836.
and
- FURNISHED HOUSE
_ apartments. Near university.
„Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
1 Phone 753-7575 or 753-0889. July
:
• TWO-THREE room apartments.
:
; Downton area Phone 753J uly6C
?t- 0472.

LOST & FOUND

Sherry
Cills
For Appointment
Can 753-7132
The
Beauty Box

-WE HAVE GOOD REFERENCESIf contacted ly July 7th
SPECIAL kt Price
0* Monthly Janitorial Service

Boyd & Woodward Maintenance, Inc.
HOME & OFFICE MAINI3151.44CE AND REPAIR
SERVICE
. CALL for FREE ESTIMATE to 436-2403

Irvin Cobb Resort
Off 732 Hwy. 436-5811

Sales Will Be Open and
Parts Available

PAINTING-INTERIOR, exterior, and sheet rock finishing.
All work guaranteed. For free
estimates phone Sarrunie Atkins
Painting & Decorating 437July 23C
4534

New Janitorial Services
- FOR OFFICES Why have 2 or 3 people do this service when you can get
COMPLETE SERVICE from 1 company.

July 2-7 Will Be Our Vacation with the exception of only a
Week

41

REPAIR Service
JOHN'S
-roofing and
Plumbing-electrical
1963 DODGE Dart $50.00 or best
Phone 753-5897 days or
J28C carpentry.
offer. Phone 436-5579.
TFC
753-7625 nights.

lini small 2 bedroom
house. Excellent location.
No holdren, no pets. Phone

.4*.*•••••••••••••••••

NOTICE

Complete Rome
Remodeling

FRE

Mary W. Alibritten,
Secretary

5 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Thurs.
5 a.m.-10 p.m. - Fri., Sat., Sun.

Thanks,

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Inc.

71

Murray, Ky.

South 12th Street

fl

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South.
13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC

.••••••••••••••••••••4b
: ,---NOTICE Murray •
•
0
• For the convenience of the Citizens of
...
and Calloway County.

FOR YOUR building needs-•
remodeling additions, new or old,
large or small jobs. Call 753July 25C
7955.

•
•
•

The Land Filll Hours
Will Be From

7 to 7

•

•
•

We

are so excited
about our
Sir
thday---we're
giving away gifts to
great
our
customers
like an AM FM
radio JtWELART
1117 N. Arcadia

•
•

FLEA Market every
Stualay we furnish table and
space no charge. Country Boy
Stores the army surplus folks. 9
miles west of Hopkinsville,
junction Kentucky 117 and 164.
Phone 885-5914.
J28C

* NOTICE *

Super Dooper, U.S:D.A. Choice,
_ Tender. Tistingjip Smacking
STEAK...
- SEE JOHN GIBSON LOCKER PLANT

We Also Have
v Chicken v Steaks
v Country Ham, etc.

• FREE

TWO BEDROOM brick home,
FOR ALL
your additions-•
carpet, drapes, built-in oven a
remodeling,
residential or•
city
range. Attached garage and
commercial. New or old. Free•
water. Nice country home with
estimates. Call 753-6133.
TFC •••••••••••••••••••••
garden for couple only. Located 9 Next Door to Town &
Shoppe
Dress
Country
Highon
miles north of Murray
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone
TFC
JullOC LOST IRISH Setter, 5kt months Phone Paris,642-6561.
436-5479.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, old in South 7th area. Answers to CARPET
CLEANINGDue to the upgrading of the Murray State Home Economic
living room, kitchen, bathroom the name Red. Reward offered. Professional. Commercial or
5
after
Department by the Singer Company, your local Singer
and shower and bath. One or two Phone 753-2623 or 753-8335
J28C residential at reasonable prices.
dealer has been assigned the responsibility of disposing of
bedrooms Zimmerman Apart- p.m.
Free estimate. Will furnish
ten Singer sewing machines. One of these Touch and Sew
ments, South 16th Street, 753references. Phone Handyman,
machines may be reserved for at only $164.57, by con6609.
July 26C
J29NC
LOST, BROWN mans leather 753-5827.
tacting Bill Adams or Edwin Jennings at Murray Sewing
billfold in Bel-Air Shopping
Center, at 753-5323. These top-notch machines are all on
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
Finder may keep money, EXPERIENCED WORK in
display now in the sewing room of the Singer Center in the
furnished, private entrance, air Center.
please retmsards. Notify Curtis landscaping, planting, pruning,
Bel Air Shopping ('enter.
conditioned, refrigerator.
JSP
Tenn.
Paris,
3,
Oillispie, Ili;
spraying and the making of
Zimmerman Apartments, South
flower beds. Phone 7534051 J29C
July 26C
16th. Phone 753-6609.
LOST: SIAMESE cat in Coldwater area. If found please call HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
You Want. ..:'
J29C Shop, Tuesday through Saturday, 1 If
BUILDING SPACE for rent size 489-2688.
33' a 68'. Three different floors,
8:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m., after 5:00
SERVICES OFFERED
full apartment upstairs. Floors
p.m. by appointment. Phone 753can be rented separately. Phone
and brush 9067. Price 11-25; boys, 11.00.209
.t,ra,gh
-DO
WttL
753-9885. Basement can be used
J3ONC
rates. Phone Walnut Street.
J29C hauling. Reasonable
as a car clean-up shop.
TFC
753-6130.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING di
Electric. Complete pump repair
THREE ROOM suite of offices,
WASHING. Ex- service. Let us check your old
central heat and air, carpeted. WINDOW
Immediate possession Prime perienced. Very reasonable pump for you before you buy a
107 No. 3rd Street Murray, Ky. Phone 753-1601
location. Phone Roberts Realty prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr. new one. 24 hour emergency
J28C service Phone 753-5543 July 14C
J30c Thompson
753-1651

Mon. thru Sat.

Catfish Dinners

REGISTER FOR free fabric to
be given away each week at your
local Singer Sewing Center,
J30C
Belaire Shopping Center.

CLOSE OUT sale still on. We're
three weeks late moving,po take
advantage of low prices. Vernon's Boot, Shoe and Western
J2C
Store. 4th and Sycamore.

- HE DOCTOR"
"T
We insure castles,
if you own
or rent.

is Alive
and
Well
in Murray
"Specialists in the repair and service
of VW vehicles."

• 753•
•
••••+

WOOD AR
chairs, other
Phone 436-5690
16' RUNABO
Johnson mo
sitting on
Phone
TRUCK U)
Edison air
BTU,$184.25.
20,000 BTU,
$285.00. 26,000
Sales High
Kentucky.
MOBILE
II
two
1968 Ford Vs
very good
0289.
SEAMLESS
ters. Baked
Guaranteed f
free estimate
7775.
INCOME
trade
strand
ditioned,
Monthly
Priced at
Hamilton,
MOBILE
surance
rates. Ex
Call us before
Insurance &
5642.
COMBINE,
shape, $3500.
615-232-7264
732-7404.
MOBILE HO
two bedroo
carpeted with
7534655 after
SEAMLESS
enamel fini
painting.
753-6407 or
Service,M
WOOD LA
over under
dition. Also
Phone 7534113
TOPPER C
insulated vri
door. Fits lo
$225.00. Beau
with water
ups, 2 miles
six miles
$2450.00. IMO
steering,
Real nice, $
7592.
1966 BOAT
Arrow-glass
motor. In
Phone 753-1
PALOMINO
good for
Phone
after 1:00 p
72AC
propelled
4305 after 5:
14' FIBEftG
40 h.p. J
$600.00 phone
KENMORE
good conditi
11305.
1973 GRAND
4924605.
AFT. SKI
motor, rice
7534323.
TREADLE
machine, 1,2
size wooden
beds, dining
chairs.
stove. Phone
641 PET
PkIPPiet.
Setters.

not an associate of AMA

RONNIE ROSS
61-F-A ,04el 210
EMain
/INSUIAN(I

'445 1, 753-0489

THE DOCTOR
North 4th St. 8. Pine
75 3-01 23

There wffi
on corner o
Sat., June
For Sale: 1
table and I
antique dru
1 foot stool,
tique am
lather rloc

8,1173
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WOOD ARMY bunks, wood CAMPER: HARDTOP, pop-up,
chairs, other odds and ends. six sleeper, two years .old, excellent condition. Call 753Phone 436-6690.
J28C 1202.
J30C
16' RUNABOUT boat, 50 H.P.
Johnson motor. Real nice. All
sitting on heavy duty trailer.
Phone 436-5366.
J29C
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A
Edison air conditioners. 10,000
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
$285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby
Sales Highway 68, Benton,
Kentucky.
July 17C
MOBILE HOME -1970, 8'135;
two bedrooms unfurnished. Also
1968 Ford 17,2 ton pickup. Both in
'very good condition. Phone 753J28P
0289.

Id

eeimim000

GUTTERIhG BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate,TFC
TV Towers
& Antennas
Lowest Prices Ever
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-6865
1972 HONDA SL 125, like new.
Low mileage, call after 5 p.m.
7534143.
J2SC

y

Call

40

j

753-1916•
•
•

oimeorno 4,4,4,4)••••••••••••••••••rnee oe
FOR SALE

FIk SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
'S

CAIN'S GULF
600 W. Main

SAVINGS

TIRES
- OVER 3,000 IN STOCKII STILL NUMBER ONE IN QUALITY
AND SAVINGS

We Have Steel Belted Radials
In Stock

BOAT MT, inboard and outboard 165 hp. ti-hull, walk
through windshield, Mercury
outdrive, full top with extra
cover, will consider any bid.
Delta wing ski-kite with all accessories $208,00. Floating lounge
chair $18.00, shower stall $15.00,
lavatory $10.00, new Royal
electric portable typewriter,
$100.00, compact pertable washer
$30.00, self propelled lawn mower
435.00. Phone 753-4487.
J28C
SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE,TS 250,
1972 model 1200 miles. H.E.
Wilson, 1210 Olive St. 7531654.
J28C
1972 RANGER Bass boat fully
equipped with 140 h.p. mercury,
heavy duty trailer, trolling motor
and locator, all other accessories.
Phone 753-7354.
Jul2C

THREE BEDROOM COUNTRY HOME,situated on a 4 acre tract, on the Stella-Kirksey Road.
Has a living room, extra large kitchen, utility room,ceramic bath,family room, carport. Also
included is a 40' x 56' concrete block stock barn with electricity and running water. Impossible
to replace at the listed price of $23,500.
79 ACRE FARM WITH a 2-bedroom mobile home residence. Farm has 30 acres tendable, 165'
deep well, stock pond, numerous outbuildings, plenty of road frontage on Old Murray-Concord
Road.
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Puryear Heights Subdivision, approximately 11
miles South of Murray on US-641. Has wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air, built-in
range,oven and hood, 11
/
2ceramic baths, carport, patio, 100' x 212 lot
JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BIRCK HOME,situated on a heavily wooded lot in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision. Has a living room, kitchen with built-ins, family room, utility room,
11
/
2 baths, patio, enclosed garage, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air.
LARGE BRICK HOME AT 901 North 16th Street, situated on a 169' x358' lot Zoned R-4 I multiFamily Has a living room, family room, kitchen with all built-ins, 4 bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths, 2
fireplaces and a full basement suitable for living quarters ( complete with separate entrance
Located within one block of the University.

SKI BOAT, 15' Cherokee, $750.
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOME on a well tended 2 acre tract in Almo. Has an excellent
Also 12 x 60 two bedroom mobil
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gut- home. Can be seen at Mobil Home
garden spot, 50' well and city water, if desired. Priced at $9,000.
ters. Baked on acrylic finish. Village 3-A.
J211C
PONY, 14 hands, Indian paint
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for
COMPLETELY REMODELED OLDER FRAME HOME, situated on a 70' x 125' lot in Hazel.
_gelding. Strong and gentle. Best
An exceptionally solid house and well worth the 6,500 asking price Good financing terms can
free estimate Dale Campbell 753him.
753
takes
offer
by
Friday
poodle
AKC
REGISTERED
17.4 cubic ft.
be arranged.
July 20C 330 CUBIC inch 250 h.p., V-8 TAPPAN
7775.
J28C
breed dogs. 3305.
oldsmobile motor with -tran- refrigerator-freezer, $250.00. puppies, also young
INCOME PROPERTY for sale or smission. Phone 753-6555.
FOUR BEDROOM SHINGLE HOME near Kentucky Lake, on Cypress Creek. Has a garage in
J28C Sears 33,000 BTU air conditioner, Special price, phone 753.J2111P
trade partially furnished central
$235.00. Both 2 years old, like 6379.
the basemeet as well as a detached garage with a workshop, double lot with plenty of shade
TOPPER
CAMPER,
paneled
and
air and heat. Excellent con- ANTIQUE BOOKCASE, 140 new.7534045.
J30C
trees, garden space, small brook at the rear of the property.
ditioned, immediate possession.
MUST SELL toy poodle puppy, 3 insulated with house type rear
J2P
years old. Phone 437-4664.
Monthly
income
$570.
MAYERS ELECTRIC sis h.p. months old, black, AKC door. Fits long wheel base truck,
TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME with an expanded living room, on a one acre *lot at New
025.00. Beautiful one acre lot
Priced at $49,500 located 1628, AFFECTIONATE
Providence. Full price only $4,450.
THREE well pump, with 60 feet plastic registered. Phone 753-0171. Jul2C with water and sewerage hook
Hamilton,Phone 436-6479. J10C month old white male toy poodle hose, with )et. $50.00. Bathroom
1873 HONDA, CL 175, red, 500 ups, 2 miles south Lynn Grove,
TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME (12' x 52'i on a 1'x 184' lot in Roberts Estates, 21
/
2 miles
puppy partially house broken. lavatory(white), $7.00. 753MOBILE HOME and boat in- $40.00 753-2729.
J30C actual miles, $550.00. Phone 767- al: miles from Murray: Only
East of Murray. On city water. Priced at $6,450.
J2f1C 3340.
J29P
surance. Broad coverage. Low
2351 or see at apartment 904 $3450.00 Phone 753-7592
J28F'
rates. Excellent claim service.
DESIRABLE DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY on Hwy 121, approximately 8 miles West of
AKC REGISTERED, Miniature CHINA-EKCO prudence china, College Courts.
Call us before you buy. Galloway Dachsund puppies male and Monique pattern. Twelve 5-piece
Murray Almost 10 acres of land with several wooded building sites Roads on 3 sides of the
by
21
Insurance & Realty. Phone 753- female. Championship blood line. place settings, 2 serving dishes, USED FRIGIDAIRE USED NYLON carpet 15
property
5842.
July18NC May be seen at United Methodist creamer and sugar. Superior refrigerator with mini-freezer feet with pad, large table lamp,
maple baby bed with inner spring
SIXACRES OF LAND on US-641, approximatley 5 miles South of Murray Has frontage on 2
parsonage, Kirksey, Ky. or call condition. $149.50 complete. Call $75.00, used metal shower stall
mattress like new. Phone 753acoustic
tile
ceiling
used
$25.00,
753-6483.
J3OP
blacktop roads. Excellent location for residential or commercial usage.
J29C
COMBINE, SELF-propelled, A-1 480-2322.
J28C
(free) 753-8958 after 5 p.m. J28C =93.
shape, $3500. Call Dover, Tenn.,
FIVE ACRE TRACT OF LAND frenced and sowed down. Has a stock pond and barn. City
615-332-7284 or 615-332-7723 or 615- 00-CART, upward 5 h.p. motor. AUTOMOBILE TRANSPORTS,
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
water and natural gas available.
232-7404.
J3ONC See at Cardinal Ridge Trailer two gas, one diesel. Body shop TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong rug specialist that adjusts to any
Park, Pottertown Road. Last closing all equipment for sale. tuck tires, first line;
carpet. New and used vacuums
.129C Paris, Tenn. 642-0956 or 642EIGHT ACRE TRACT OF LAND,all tendable, near Underwood Crossing, in Tennessee. Good
825x20 - 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60' 1972, trailer on left.
for sale. For demonstration
5685.
building sites on the road frontage.
July5C
900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 +V.33
two bedrooms, two baths, fully
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
1000'20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
carpeted with central air. Phone ,RIDING MOWER, 8 h.p. AMF,
J29P BODY SHOP closing. Large air Armstong's best highway trail Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753DESIRABLE RESIDENTIAL LOT on North 20th Street In the neighborhood are some of the
753-6855 after 5:00 p.m.
J30C $200, Phone 753-277&
Jul31C
0359.
better homes in Murray. Has city water and sewerage.
compressor,sanders, buffers, air truck tires;
1966 HONDA 180, in good con- and hydraulic jacks. Valve 825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white clition. Also 1966 Crest haunt grinding machine, complete
NICE CLEAN sofa-bed couch apd
ONE BAY CLEAN-UP SHOP of brick construction. Has a 2 bedroom and bath apartment
900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
enamel finish, never needs trailer 10' x 52'. Phone 753upstairs Located near dowtown and priced at only $10,000 co,lete
painting equipment, arc welder, 1000x20 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10 chair to match. Couch has good
painting. Free estimate. Phone 1464.
J29P gas welder, two kerosine forced- As mats ong's best traction type mattress. Priced at $56.00 for
7534407 or 753-81392. Atkins Gutter
quick sale. Call 753-1302 after 5
TWO BAY CLEAN-UP SHOP on South 4th Street Extended. Situated on a 100' x 250' lot near
air space heaters, used car and truck tires;
Service, Murray.
Jar
pan.
July AC COLOR TV, 23" cabinet model,,truck tires, etc. Also office 825x20 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
Bunny Bread. $17,000 price includes tools and equipment.
pecan finish, Phone 492!equipment; desk, chairs, check 900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + 88.51
,
J29NC writer, dictaphone. Three 1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. BEAUTIFULLY
FRAME DUPLEX WITH 2 bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bath on each side. Located in
RESTORED
WOOD LATHE, router, 22-410 ,824.
automobile transport. Call Paris, Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, authentic pie safe. Phone 753downtown Murray and priced at only $7,500. Newly remodeled throughout
over under gun. All new conTenn. Phone 642-0956 or 642July I7C
July I4NC 7616.
dition. Also bottle collection.
Ky.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS AND COMMERCIAL LOTS in various parts of Calloway County and
BASS BOAT,15 ft. fiberglass a 5685.
July5C
Phone 7534831.
J28C
trailer with 80 h.p. Mer
Henry County, Tenn. Prices start as low as $300 each. Give us a try and then decide where you
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
motor, Rig is completel 1970 HONDA CL 100, Good conwish to build.
TOPPER CAMPER,paneled and equipped,753-7728.
dition,
Call
436-2289.
J3ONC
••••••••••••••••••••••tio•••••••••••*****isogon
insulated with house type rear
•
MOBILE HOME LOTS IN SEVERAL LOCATIONS, ALSO.
•
door. Fite long wheel base truck,
•
CARPET
•
CLEANINGEST
•
$225.00. Beautiful one acre lot
FOR small, •
•
easy DOGHOUSES
with water and sewerage hook cleaner you ever used, so
medium, large and extra large •
•
Lustre.
Rent
Get
Blue
too.
•
ups, 2 miles south Lynn Grove,
doge. Price range from $16.00 to •
•
ectric shampooer $1.00. Big K,
•
six miles from Murray. Only
$35.00. Phone 753-1712.
J3ONC
J30C
•
$2450.00. 1969 Ford Ranger, air, Belaire Shopping Center.
•
•
•
steering, radial tires, automatic.
•
•
Real nice, $1750.00. Phone 753- BEATEN DOWN carpet paths go "LITTLE PEOPLE prints" only •
•
Rent $1.69 at your Singer Shop, •
arrives.
Lustre
Blue
when
•
7592.
J29P
•
electric shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik compare elsewhere at nearly
J30C twice the price. Murray Sewing
Market,Five Points.
•
1966 BOAT motor and trailer.
Center, Belaire Shopping Cen•
Arrow-glass boat and 85 Mercury UITAR FOR Sale, 1973 model/
1
2 ter.
J30C •
•
motor. In real good condition. ce. Call 753-1322 mornings or 5
LOOK - IA:10K - LOOK
•
J29P to 10p.m.
Phone 753-1484.
Look and see if this is the piece for you. Fruit trees and a •
.129P
YARDSALE, 614 Hurt St. to be • "super-size" garden space are included if you buy this 3 •
•
•
PALOMINO gelding, 15 hands, CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to held Thursday, Friday and • bedroom house on Sycamore Street.
•
BY OWNER,two bedroom house, BY OWNER, four room block
to
•
items
many
Too
Saturday.
good for teenagers or adult. new location behind Tom's Pi=
WANTEE TO BUY
•
U
1TC •
• living room, dining room, kit- house on two acres of land on
Phone Diane Skelton 753-6920 Palace to open up our new mention.
• chen, basement, garage, air
•
blacktop rOad,two miles from the
•
after 1:00 p.m.
J29P Western Store and a new boot and
•
• conditioned. Clean inside and out. lake. $6500.00. Phone 753•
shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th BOAT MOTOR, used, $50.00 also •
WANT TO BUY
• Phone 753-3779.
J79P 7448.
J28P
77.AC combine, also 35 kofF sell- & Sycamore. Open Sundays. TFC used chain saw $75.00 Call after
•
Large
3 or 4 bedroom
•
propelled combine. Phone 4358.30p.m. 436-2197.
J30C
home,
15
years old or less,
KENIANA
SHORES-Large
THREE
J29NC
BEDROOM
brick
4305 after 5:00p.m.
REGISTERED
POLLED
•
on wooded lot within 15
• wooded lots for sale-as little as veneer, near downtown, $20,000
Hereford bulls. Service age. Also SPINET PIANO: may be seen in •
•
miles of Murray. 1½ baths,
$895 with $10 down & $10 per call 753-1408.
14' FIBERGLASS runabout with old straw. Can be picked up in your area. Reliable persons in- •
J2C
• month-central water-lake accessroom
15'x20'
family
40 h.p. Johnson motor and trailer. field by Saturday or next week. terested in small balance and low •
•
• all weather streets. From New COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water, minimum, kitchen
with
J29C Rex Robinson, 901-247-5487.
$600.00 phone 753-2590.
write to •
payments may
eating space, centrai heat,
• Concord drive North East on 444 fireplugs. Extra large. High and
J3OP Richardson Music Company, •
Puryear,Tennessee.
• five miles and follow Keratin&
•
possession by August, 15
KENMORE automatic washer,
•
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
ITC •
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
•
good conditi -In. $40.00, phone 492.- CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
July 25C Sam Harris 753-8061. June 3ONC
signs to office.
HOUSE -SHOP
1 ACRE
Call Collect 1-217-832-9518
•
J29C full of them at prices you couldn't
8385.
•
VA LOANS, no down payment for
house, 1 acre of Land and a 24' x UT clean- •
bedroom
This
4
or Write
MEMORY
believe, starting at $450.00. Full qualified veteran. 12 years to •
IN
• RESIDENCE PLUS three rental
Maurice Clabaugh
• up shop are on the Irvin Cobb Road. You can have your •
type,
fold
down
and
motor
homes.
pay. Drive on out almost to • own "nice place in the country" for $12,900.
1973 GRAND Prix, loaded, Call
• units, $190.00 monthly, at 400 and LOVING MEMORIES of Mr.
15 Birch Lane
•
J30C New and used. At Bill's Camper Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. •
492-8685.
402 South 16th, on lot 130' x 200'. J.W. Colemen passed away June
Illinois,61954
Grove,
Villa
•
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile Bank financing on spot Bill's •
Zoned business, a good two 29, 1972 sadly missed by his wife,
CLEAN-UP SHOP
•
•
Homes,
3900
Clarks
River
Road,
•
Mobile Homes, 3900 South • 75' x 42' clean-up shop, nice 3 bedroom brick house and • bedroom house on los acre lot near Jossie Coleman his daughter and
14FT. SKI Boat 60 h.p. Evinrude
motor, excellent condition, call Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., Is four mobile homes on 5 acres on the Ness Concord High- • 121 Bypass at 915 Coldwater grand daughter.
WANT TO BUY small office desk
•
J30C 443-6150.
)30p information 443-6150.
• Road.
J30C •
Loving Memories
753-6323.
and chair. Call 753-6740.
way.
J3ONC
• Two large apartment or &nail
•
Your gentle face and patient
•
•
COUCH
AND
chair,
brown
nylon.
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25', •
TREADLE TYPE singer sewing
"OLD MOTHER HUBBARD"
• business lots on Whitnell, smile,
•
WANT TO BUY used furniture,
With sadness we recall.
machine, vs size metal bed, full- Good condition, $15.00. Call 753- and treated fence posts. Murray • Old Mother Hubbard certainly would like this cupboard! • Glendale and Dudley Streets.
any
condition, no appliances.
0749.
J30C
•
lots
in
residential
choice
Two
Lumber Company, 104 Maple • She would also like the 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat
You had a kindly word for each,
size wooden bed set of army bunk
Phone 753-8378,
July 23C
Subdivision
Bagwell
Street.
J30C •
And
died
beloved
by
all.
beds, dining room table and
conditioning.
air
• and
appointment
•
information
or
For
electric
size
Apartment
•
chairs.
The voice is mute and stilled the
•
•
• to see these properties call C.O. heart,
J30C ANTIQUE OAK roll top desk, ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, •
DON'T TEAR DOWN!!
stove. Phone 753-4955.
WANT TO ouy gold and silver
completely restored,90 years old. Mayfield, Kentucky, on the •
or
753-9954
at
That loved us well and true.
s "Build" Build on your oun acreage. Approximately 3 • Bondurant Realty
coins,
also extra clean old model
Also refinished walnut veneer
J29C An, bitter was the trill to part,
• acres with good neighbors nearby and a 15 minute drive to • 753-3460.
car Phone 753-0415.
641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel part marble top chest Set Benton Highway. Travel trailers, •
J2P
From one so good as you.
• the lake.
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish Morehead prints, plates 1 pickup camper, toppers. We also •
•
• ON KENTUCKY lake; four large Your are not forgotten loved.one
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- through 9. J. Homer Miller, 1505 rent campers by the week or •
WOULD LIKE to buy baby bed in
weekend_ Call 247-8187 or 489- •
• bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen Nor will you ever be.
July 24NC Dudley Drive.
9457.
•
J29P 2303.
• and living area, breakfast bar, As long as life and memory last, good condition. Phone 753J30C
fireplace, central heat and air, We will remember thee.
0807
J29C
•
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST •
• boat dock, large patio. May be We miss you now, our hearts are
There will he a GARAGE SALE at the home of James McKinney
variety of pistols. Buy now while •
on corner of Locust Grove Road and Concord Hwy. Time:10 - 00
• purchased furnished. Phone 436- sore,
Sat., June 30.
1111 SYCAMORE
• 5574.
July5C As time goes by we miss you
you can still get them at •
PEST CONTItot,
•
For Sale: 1 Mohogany dining table and 6 chairs, 1 round maple
John or Joretta Randolph 753-8382
more.
reasonable prices. Country Boy •
•
table and 4 captain chairs, dark brown nylon couch and chair, 3
•
Keith Hays 489-2488
antique drum top tables, 2 pair of matching lamps,one odd lamp.
Your loving smile, your gentle FOK 1 Ht. best in pest control
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
•
1 foot stool, 1 large picture, 1 pair antique candle holders, 1 an
service and termite control call
•
WATER
FRONT,
large
lot,
a
face.
Junction
117
from
Hopkinsville,
REALTOR'•
tique amber glass pitcher, 1 bronze canister set, 1 small grand
Superior Exteerninating Com• choice area, Phone 436-7227 after No one can fill your vacant
and 184. Open Sundays until 4:00
lather clock and many small items too numerous to list.
-TFC
7p.m.
Jaly5C place.
ITP pany,753-7266
J30C
p.m.

To BUY, See Usl To SELL, List With list

Fulton Young -Realty, Inc.
4th & Maple Streets

Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY
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Ervin Challenges Whether Nixon
Did Anything `To Perform Duty'
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Dr. H. Gerthon Morgan To Be
Guest Lecturer At University
Dr. H. Gerthon Morgan, children and youth, Miss Smith
director of the Institute for emphasized.
The Institute of Child Study,
Child Study at the University of
Maryland, will be the lecturer of which Dr. Morgan is the
at a Children and Youth Con- director, is an agency affiliated
ference to be held at Murray with the College of Education at
State University today and the University of Maryland. It
also serves as a Behavioral
Friday.
Dr. Morgan, who also is Science Center and supports a
chairman of the Department of large graduate instructional
Human Development program. during which 200
Education at the Maryland doctoral degrees and 600
University, will deliver four liallskirs degrees have been
lectures during the two-day
conference, expected to attract alr
ifittition, the institute
more than 200 teachers, ad- pepports an extensive national
ministrators and other per— And international consultant
sonnel involved in teaching service program as well as a
selective research program. Its
children and youth.
On June 28, he will lecture on staff numbers 60 people.
A native of Greenville, S.C.,
"Human Development—A
Point of View" at 9:50 a.m., and Dr. Morgan recived his unon "Early Education—Basic dergraduate degree at Furman
Positions" at 1 p.m.
University in 1940, his masters
On June 29, he will lecture at at the University of Chicago in
8:40 a.m. on "The Longingneas 1943, and his doctorate at the
in Groups," and at 11 a.m. on same institution in 1946.
He has written more than 80
"Emotion and Educational
books, pamphlets arid special
Practices."
articles related to his field, and
All sessions will be held in the
Is considered one of the nation's
Murray State Universtly School
foremost authorities on human
auditorium, and Miss Ruble development.
Smith, chairman of the
For the past two years,
Department of Elementary
Murray State University has
Education, is the campus had a cooperative program with
coordinator
the Maryland institute and
Dr. Morgan's lectures will be Involving more than 150
of special interest to church teachers, administrators and
school personnel who work with interested personnel.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen- aside shortly after the Jan. 20 master of a conspiracy to conate Watergate Chairman Sam inauguration ceremony to get ceal the truth.
J. Ervin Jr. challenged today "something done" about a demThe ousted White House counwhether President Nixon did onstrator who had briefly sel replied to the adminisduring
line
anything "to perform his duty breached a police
tration counterattack with a
to see that the laws are faith- the inaugural parade. A Secret new offensive of his own before
told
earlier
had
agent
Service
fully executed in respect to the
the Senate Watergate comhim that the President was
Watergate affair."
mittee Wednesday.
The North Carolina Democrat quite angry aboat the incident,
He produced what he said
said.
Dean
attacked certain White House
the official White House
was
a
to
response
Dean insisted in
statements after winning aclist of the President's
black
knowledgement from John W. series of questions from the enemies in Congress and in polmemory
his
that
House
White
presidential
Dean III that some
itics, business, labor, journaldecisions and White House ac- is sharp and his accusations ism, the universities and the
tions not related to Watergate against the President are truth- theater.
violated the First and Fourth ful.
And Dean supplied the comThe White House counter-atAmendments to the Conwith copies of White
mittee
tack was in the form of a series
stitution.
that indicated
memos
House
Questions by Ervin at the of questions submitted by spe- preparations were being made
J.
counsel
fourth day of Dean's testimony cial presidential
two years ago to "use the
appeared aimed at challenging Fred Buzhardt, and put to available federal machinery to
Nixon to testify on the Water- Dean by Sen. Daniel K. Inouye, screw our political enemies."
gate scandal. Laier, committee D-Ha wail. Inouye said Buzhardt
Meanwhile, in a surprise
counsel Samuel Dash said the told him today that Nixon had move, Frederick C. LaRue, a
question of whether to invite been briefed about the ques- former Nixon campaign aide
the President to testify, had not tions.
and Whitt House consultant,
Dean's grilling is part of a
been resolved.
was permitted to plead guilty
In other highlights from testi- White Hattie counterattack in U.S. District Court to a
former
old
34-yearthe
mony by ousted White House against
single conspiracy charge in excounsel, who in his fourth
counsel Dean:
change for his promise to testi—He kept no notes of most of straight day stuck to his story fy against others involved in
aides
top
his
and
Nixon
that
his meetings with Nixon bethe Watergate scandal. In recause some of the things that plotted together to cover up the turn, prosecutors had agreed
were being said in these meet- wiretapping affair.
not to press any other charges
ings...were very incriminating
Pressed for his recollection of against him.
to the President."
a key meeting with Nixon on
Dean is to return to the Sen—He believed "I was a re- Sept. 15, 1972, Dean said he ate witness stand for a fourth
straining influence at the White could not repeat the exact day today to undergo a croesHouse. There were many wild words used by Nixon, but said examination, based on a series
and crazy schemes, some of his mind "certainly perceives of questions written by White
which I have not testified to." the message being given."
House special counsel J. Fred
He was not asked to elaborate
Dean said conversations in Buzhardt
on the schemes.
the meetings included disIn San Clemente, Calif., a
—The President pulled him cussions of such matters as cle- White House spokesman again
mency for E. Howard Hunt and refused to predict the President
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
payoffs for convicted Watergate might comment on Dean's testiDisabled Veterans Will
has approved a 5.6 per
Senate
defendants, all mentioned ear- mony. Deputy Press Secretary
increase for
Sell Forget-Me-Nots
lier during his previous three Gerald L. Warren said Nixon cent cost-of-living
Security, a
Social
on
persons
testimony.
did not want to respond "in a move that appears to have a
The Disabled American days of
In response to White House fragmentary way" and that
Veterans will be selling forgetaccepthow Dean was comments "while the hearings good chance for House
me-nots on Saturday, June 30, questions about
ance.
had
what
to
remember
able
are in progress would not be
in the city of Murray.
As adopted by the Senate 72
several months or a beneficial to the committee."
Members of the DAV will be happened
to 17, the higher Social Security
he had
said
Dean
ago,
'year
questions
The White House
in
Pt various locations in the city
file of newspaper stories will be put to Dean by Demo- payments would not result
throughout the morning and kept a
deductions.
payroll
Increased
that often acted as a "trigger" cratic Sen. Daniel K. Inouye of
afternoon selling the flowers.
If approved by the House, the
to his memory.
Hawaii.
increase would face an uncerDean testified he has no
tain fate in the White House.
knowledge that John D. EhNixon administration officials
rlichman, Nixon's former top
have opposed the higher paydomestic aide, had prior knowlments.
break-in.
edge of the Watergate
(Ceatineed frees Page D
Managers of the measure
Inouye was posing a series of
try to arrange
Funeral services for Miss questions prepared by J. Fred body was found. He said Riley said Wry would
toconference
ouse
Senate-H
the
a
to
next
house
to
a
gone
had
the
to
counsel
of
Biediardt, special
Minnie G. Brown, formerly
a
day.
for
telephone
to
O'Bryans
Hardin, are being held today at White House.
The Social Security hike was
The questions followed up on wrecker after his pickup truck
one p.m. at the chapel of the
rider, attached with many
a
ditch.
a
into
off
gone
had
memo
House
White
Funeral
complex
Cann
a
Filbeck and
to a bill that would exothers,
Home,Benton, with Rev. James read by Inouye Wednesday
The sheriff- said that the
nawhich accused Dean of being a murder weapon has not been tend the present $465-billion
Hale officiating.
ceiling for 5 monthe
debt
tional
the
sacrifice
to
ready
Rudd,
man
Bobby
are
Pallbearers
found, but added that a hunting
This ceiling drops to $400 bilClint Skaggs, Dayton Hurt. President to save himself from knife is missing from the home.
lion at midnight Saturday, unCecil Jackson, Clay Darnall, jail, and which also abandoned
Mrs. O'Bryan is survived by
The
and Glenn Warren. Burial will any White House support for her husband, Jimmy, a son, less the bill is enacted.
its
meet
not
could
government
and
general
former attorney
be in Wadesboro Cemetery.
Johnny, her parents, Mr. and
under the
Mies Brown, age 72, died at Nixon campaign chief John N. Mrs. Reese (Mutt) York, two financial obligations
lower figure.
noon Tuesday at the home of her Mitchell.
sisters, Carolyn Culp and
The Senate remained in sesrefused
steadily
has
of
Dean
sister, Mrs. 0. S. Mabry
Jeanette York, and two
Paducah. She was a member of since presenting his six-hour brothers, Jerry and David sion until 11 p.m. Wednesday
case Monday to recant his stothe Hardin Baptist Church.
York, all of Marshall County.
BARNET!' REUNION
The former Hardin resident is ry that Nixon and his chief
The annual reunion of the
Funeral services will be held
survived by her sister, Mrs. aides, particularly Ehrlichman
Mabry, four brothers, James and H. R. Haldeman, were Friday at one p.m. at the Collier Barnett family will be held
July 1, in Shelter No. of
and Pat Brown of Hardin, Joe fully aware of the lengthy and Funeral Chapel in Benton, with Sunday,
the
City Park. All
Murray
Rev.
and
Allen
Randolph
Rev.
Brown of Ohio, and W. A. Brown elaborate cover-up.
He insisted he was always C.G.-Morrow officiating. Burial relatives and friends are inof Paducah, and several nieces
the messenger and never the will be in the Pace Cemetery. vited.
and nephews.

'New Social Register' Turned
Over To Watergate Committee

Dean also prepared a briefing
paper for Haldeman to be used
as the basis of a meeting with
Internal Revenue Service chief
Johnnie Walters. He complained that, because of a "lack
of guts and effort" on the part
of Republican appointees at
IRS, the White House had been
unable to:
—"Stimulate audits of persons who should be audited";
—Obtain IRS information
political
"regarding our
enemies:"
—Place President Nixon's
supporters in the IRS bureaucracy;
—Or "crack down on the
multitude of tax-exempt foundations that feed left-wing political causes."
Asked for his reaction to
being named on the list, actor
Paul Newman, "I am sending
Gordon Liddy to pick up my
award. I would like to thank
John Mitchell, Jeb Magruder,
John Dean III and Maurice
Stars for making this award
possible."
The longer list of opponents
was divided into various groups
arid subgroups. Under "Pollti-_
cos," it named 10 Democratic
senators, six House members,
"12 black congressmen" and
three 'miscellaneous politicos."
There were 57 journalists and
three newspapers listed under
"Media," 10 celebrities, 21
"Academics," 53 in the business category, including 29 unRev. W.Q.Scruggs
der "Business Executives Move
for Vietnam Peace and New
National Priorities," 14 labor
taking 15 separate roll call
Leaders and 18 organizations,
(Continued from Page 1)
the
on
action
votes to complete
most of which had one or more
debt limit measure.
futures traded on the board of their leaders named with
opened weak.
Other riders would liberalize
them.
Rev. W. Quency Scruggs, who
benefits for aged, blind and dis- was pastor of First United
Farmers, particularly poultry
abled persona on the welfare Methodist Church, Paris, Term., men, have complained that soyrolls; try again to enact the
for three years, has become bean meal, a prime ingredient
bin on use of federal funds to
pastor of the Puryear- In feed preparation, is so costly
bomb Cambodia, which PresiBuchanan Methodist Charge. that they have had to cut back
dent Nixon vetoed yesterday on Me will preach at both churches on production.
I Cootiaued from Page 11
an appropriations bill; restrict
Coed of Living Council direc- his conserving base acreage
each Sunday morning.
sharply the President's imScruggs retired from the full- tor John T. Dunlop called the and plant the crop in a workpoundment powers; revise the time ministry in June 1967 after embargo a move by the admin- manlike manner.
$1 tax checkoff presidential completing his service at Paris, istration to put American conFarmers producing dark firecampaign financing plan; fix a Methodist as part of 40 years in sumers ahead of foreign trade. cured or air-cured tobacco are
$368.7-billion spending ceiling the ministry. He later was
George B. Watts, president of requested to certify the acreage
for fiscal 1974; increase from named executive
secretary of the National Broiler Council, of each type of tobacco planted
$2,1104o $3,000-a-year the the
Governor's Committee on told a reporter that the embar- on the farm, Crawford said.
amount a Social Security
of the Han- go effect might be slow in com- Following certification, certain
Employment
recipient can earn without los- dicapped,and recently has been ingfarms are picked at random for
ing any retirement payments,
"We'll have to wait and see," a spot check. These farms are
serving as associate pastor of
and liberalize the emergency Belle
Meade Methodist Church Watts said. "It may provide re- visited, and program acreages
unemployment compensation In
lief, especially to those who are checked. Accuracy of the
Tenn.
Nashville,
program for long-term jobless
He owns a home in Nashville, out of meal-and can buy more certification is determined by
persons.
but frequently stays at a if the price goes down. For comparing actual acreages
lakeside home near Camden. those who have already stocked with those certified by the
up, it could be another story." producer.
Scruggs, 67, was born in
The broiler chicken people
Those found out of comHazel. He is a nephew of the late want further relief, including pliance by spot checks may not
Dr. Elroy Scruggs, Paris, exemptions from the price dispose of their crops to bring
physician for many years. His freeze to help offset high feed their farms back in compliance
The Independence United wife is the former Lucille Nix of costs. Butz, answering report- and they could lose all or part of
ers' questions, said the freeze their program
Methodist Church will hold its Puryear.
payment,
revival services, July 8-14 with
Is causing "a creeping 'paral- Crawford pointed out.
the pastor, Rev. Richard
ysis" in the food industry.
Schorey, as the speaker. SerHowever, Dent added quickly
vices will be held nightly at 7:45
that the embargo on soybeans
p.m. with prayer services at
had "no relation" to the freeze
7:30 p.m.
and was taken strictly on the
Royal Parker, song director,
basis of reports that exports
28th
were rising much more rapidly Service June
said singers or groups inArea Hog
the
of
Purchase
received
Kentucky
been
Word
has
the
at
singing
in
than previously anticipated.
terested
9
of
Includes
E.
Seestrom
Report
F.
Market
Mrs.
of
death
revival are asked to contact him
Buying Stations
for a night for them to attend. Minnetonka, Minn., who passed
Receipts: Act. 631 Est. 800
Miss Cheryl Burkeen will be the away Wednesday at a hospital
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
there.
pianist.
steady
Mrs. Seestrom, age 75, was
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 39.75-40.00
the former Annie Brown Sale of
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 39.25-39.75
Murray. She was the daughter
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 38.50-39.25
of the late Hanson Sale and Inez
Brown Sale of Murray. One
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 38.00-38.50
brother, Rev. Miller Sale, an
Sows
iCentlaued from Page I
Episcopal minister, preceded
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 34.00-35.00
PADUCAH, Ky. AP) — An
forming the left loop of the bow. her in death.
with few at 35.25
has
elementary school
8. Pull left portion of tie thru,
33,00-34.00
She is survived by her
chosen by US 1-3 350-650 lbs.,
been
unanimously
forming bow in back.
husband, E. F. Seestrom of
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 92.00-33.00
Board
County
McCracken
the
yourself
Tell
Take a breather.
Minnetonka, Minn.
Boars 28.00-32.00
of Education as the new county
it's really worth it. After all, it's
superintendent.
a legit bow.
Funeral and burial services
board
The five-member
9. Tighten by pulling both will be held at Minnetonka on
Wednesday night elected BWy
folded portions to form another Friday.
C. Brown, 38, to the $21,500-aknot.
year post under a four-year
10. Pull it around a little until
contract.
picture
used;
it looks casual and
Brown, most recently serving
perfect looks clipped on.
as principal of Concord EleWilliam Herman Matthews,
School, has also been father
mentary
Mrs. James
of
tie,
bow
a
wear
you
If
There.
teacher,
a
coach,
a
basketball
Murray, died
of
Williamson
The Murray Fire Department
that's how you tie it.
a Tuesday at Lourdes Hospital,
was called to the home of an assistant principal, and an
general supervisor, since com- Paducah. He was 84 years of
New product on the market, Charles Johnson on South 16th
system in age and a former resident of
for
Extended at 4:10 p.m. ing to the school
liquid oleo. Should be good
1965.
Brookport, 111.
yesterday.
corn on the cob.
He replaces Dr. David StewFuneral services will be held
According to Fire Chief
art, whose contract expires today at three p.m. at the
The Meadowlark is the state Jackie Cooper, lightning had
June 30. Stewart notified the Brockport First Baptist Church
bird of Kansas, Montana, apparently struck the television
he would not ask with Rev. Bill Christoff and
Nebraska, North Dakota, antenna and smoke was board earlier
renewal.
a
for
contract
Rev. Steve Thompson ofWyoming.
reported in the house
Oregon and
Brown, terming the job a ficiating. Burial will be in the
"challenge," said he would Seven-Mile Baptist Church
First politician: "What shall
the opinions and advice of Cemetery.
seek
"
.
City?'
York
To Attend Conventloa
we do about New
Survivohs are two daughters,
Second politician: "How about - Mr.- and Mrs. Brigham personnel in the system.
Mrs. Ruth Taylor of Boaz and
throwing a tent over the whole Futrell will attend the 25th,
Mrs. James Williamson of
OUTLAND CEMETERY
thing and charging everybody a Anniversary of the Kentucky
The annual meeting at the Murray; one sister, Mrs. Golds
quarter to get out?"
State Police which will be held
tomorrow at the Convention Outland Cemetery will be held Smith of Metropolis, Ill.; two
Long
Y.
N.
Huntington,
The
Wednesday, July II. Persons brothers, Cecil Matthews of
Center in Frankfort.
Islander says: "A vacation is
Planning to attend are former interested in the upkeep are Miami, Okla., and Arvel
what you take when you can't governors, former state police urged to attend, according to Matthews of Chicago, Ill.; four
take what you've been taking cornrnissioners and directors Bessie
Outland, Colson, grandchildren; six great
grandchildren.
any longer "
and former state troopers
treasurer.
WASHINGTON(AP)— Some..
call it Washington's hewest Social Register, but the White
House didn't intend it that way.
Nearly 200 names of the rich,
the famous and the not-so-famous who didn't get along with
the Nixon administration are
inscribed on a so-called
"Enemies List." John W. Dean
III says the list came from
White House files entitled OppoPolitical
nents List and
Enemies Project.
The list itself and various related memoranda were turned
over to the Senate Watergate
committee Wednesday by the
34-year-old fired White House
counsel scheduled to return to
the witness chair today for his
fourth day of testimony.

Senate Approves 5.6 Per Cent
Increase In Sodial Security

Minnie Brown's
Rites Are Today

Stabbing...

NPN,41. SOLAR ECupst
30 1913*
,
Uune
`1

North
America

NW'

Rev. W. Q. Scruggs
Is Church Pastor

1,000 years —more
ONE OF THE LONGEST total eclipsesin
and five minutes
Akita
northwestern
in
minutes
than seven
heart of the darkness
in Kenya — will occur Saturday. The
moving east at
will be a 161 mile wide total eclipse shadow

nearly 1,400 miles an hour in a 9.100-mil• arc from Brazil
across the Atlantic Ocean and 10 African nations to the Indian Ocean.

Embargo. . .

Deadline . . .

Independence Will
Hold Revival Meet

Word Received Of
Death Oflormer
Murray Woman

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Brown Chosen
As McCracken
Superintendent

Seety& Heard .

Television Antenna
Hit By Lightening

Due For Most Of Africa

Some of those named expressed surprise. Others considered it an honor, and several
people in the hearing room
were disappointed at not making what one called "Washington's newest Social Register."
Former White House special
counsel Charles W. Colson,
whom Dean described as having had a key role in the
enemies project, said the
lengthy list prepared by the
late George T. Bell in 1971 was
kept solely to insure that those
named weren't invited to the
White House for dinner.
Dean testified that priority
targets were selected from the
hat by Colson and other White
House officials, in keeping with
a plan to "use the available
federal machinery to screw our
political enemies."
Dean admitted he drew up
the plan on Aug. 16, 1971, and
submitted it in a confidential
memorandum to presidential
Chief of Staff H.R. Haldeman,
domestic-affairs adviser John
D. Ehrlichman "and others at
the White House."
He recommended Lyn Nofziger of the Republican National
Committee for project coordinator. His job would be to
"determine what sorts of dealings these individuals have with
the federal government and
how we can best screw them;
e.g., grant availability, federal
contracts, litigation, prosecution, etc."

Father Of Local
WomanSuccumbs
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Cock tail table
Commode table
Door cock tail table
Hexagon c-ommosfe
Door commode

$84 95
$84 95
$174.95
$12495
. $12495

The charm of Colonial in solid
pine is yours now at truly fantastic
savings during this special limited
time only sale'
"Yorktown"' is selling fast, so rush
in and add this Early American
touch to your living room, den or
family room, nowl

$
84
95

FROM

The Warmth
Of Real Pine
At Real Honest
Savings!
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D SALE!

Add new beauty to your room and add loads of storage space
with Broyhill's El Condor Tables! Choose a cock tail table, door
commode, or hexagonal commode and save space and money'

Broyhill's Spacernaker! It's a bookcase, it's a desk , it's a her, it s
a TV cabinet, it's deep storage, it's totally versatile
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Eye catching beauty in this plush 102" look of velvet Broyhill
sofa! Elegant hand tufted back 40 decorator fabric treated
with Scotchgard for extra soil defense against spots, stains and
spilling. Eye catching in-the price tag, too! Just $288 for elegance
to enhance any living room!
Matching chair at comparable savings.:. $159
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SAVE $109

Sold Flavor"worts m year Budget!
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Have many romantic dreams in this 5 piece
Spanish style Bedroom suite "Vivo" from
Broyhill. You get spacious triple dresser
twin mirrors, and headboard; all richly
Styled, romantic in design. A little touch of
Spain you'll love living with, at savings you
can't afford to miss! Night stand optional.
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iersatility is yours in $royhilirS Cam. yoio
.,aign Bedroom Group' The multi ch,„,,„,
storage
Choice
Ycaur
,e'PoSe hutch will solve your
After Sala $104
,,, l)to 1 ems. and give extra room for
After Sale $111
Spacious
TV!
or
studying, hobbies,
Singie Dresser
Coe:motif
dresserand chest with matching head- Chest
Hutch Bookcase , board add to the group - all feature Lighted Hutch Bookcase
desk
Straight corner
protective plastic tops and all are sale 4 drawer desk
3 Drawer
priced! You'll save space and money
Headboard and Desk Chair
Bochelor Chest
Mirror sold separately.
'
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Price
Space Ming Bedroom at a Money Saving
.89
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AFTER SALE $578
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AFTER SALE 116:78

$499

Luxurious... Seasational SWIMS
SAVE $79

Unbeatable styling, beauty & price in "Oh Vinci'
8 pieces include: oval table, 6 chairs, ard crown
top China with lighted shelves! Table ailtd chairs
featuring authentic looking carvings ahd legs!
Perfect for your home.
• $
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Formal Italian lining at SION if MI
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Have the look of formal Italian styling at far, far
less than you'll find elsewhere! 8 beautiful pieces
including oval table, 6 chairs, and china with
lighted shelves make up a dining room of elegance
- all finished in an unusually beautiful design!
Buy it now and save!
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AFTER SALE $405
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SAVE $80
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Matching Lorena $299... Save $65 Complementary Chair $199._ Savo $35

The cozy warmth of early American decor combines style and
practicality. The cushiony soft sofa is covered in scratch-free
Chatham soft nylon. Accented with the richness of Wood-like trim
for added beauty. And the price, just $399! Matching loveseat in
the same stylish centered pattern and complementary chair
complete
the group!

Mork Early American - Yours at Groat Savings!
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Matching Laymen OW..bars $65
Ompiemaatary Chair and 041Mig1s$250-. Save $35

SAVE $105
of a colonial sofa covered in an easy care striped fabric of Herculon.
fiber. Big in beauty, tremendous in comfort with the specially
enginirred construction of Broyhill's spring base that insures
maximum comfort! Self decking fabric and fitted arm sleeves on $
299
95
upholstered arm pieces! All yours now for only $299.95!

The original colonies never had it so good The beauty and comfort

Easy Living Colonial... Easy Ti Afforil
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AFTER SALE $500

*39995

SAVE $100
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start 2 tradition of beauty in your home!

just $399! Match it with a complementary chair for only $150 and

sofa with fashionable cushions, quilted on both sides! The price is

The look is Traditional and savings is a Broyhill tradition! What a
beautiful way to match them! Save $100 on the center patterned

a
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$
299
95
AFTER SALE $375

, SAVE $75

Broyhill's Traditional Elan=- At Traditional SIVIIIIS!

Matching Loveliest $199
Complementary Chair $149

matching loveseat and complementary chair as well!

Choose Broyhill's stylish Traditional sofa and chair ensemble to
brighten any living room! Styled with a loose pillow back and easy
to care for because the ensemble is coveFed in a carefree fabric of
Herculon.fiber. Brighten your smile with the savings! Save on the

MOM!SimPlicity...Evou Simp or To Bey MI
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Matthias Choir $1119.116._ $ara $36

AFTER SALE $385

SAVE $140
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AFTER SALE $540
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299"

SAVE $85

For Your Iwo at Low Prices!
The special elegance of style and craftsmanship make this Broyhill
grouping a truly outstanding value! Lush LaFrance cut Jacquard
velvet upholstery covers the sofa's curved arm frame and accents
the bolster pillows! Notice the unique contrasting welt and tailoring
in the sofa! Matching chairs with stria velvet allow it to stay
fashionable and neat looking for years to come!

NI

chair... all feature deep seating comfort from Broyhill's Premium
Cushion of poly dacron! A totally liveable look at tremendous
savings!
Matching Lovesaat $249
Complementary Chair $139

You'll rove the "look of leather" in this massive 102" contemporary
sofa covered in Masland Duran Vinyl. Hand tufted back for luxurious
styling and comfort! Buy it now and save $85... our price, just
terrific at $299! Add the matching loveseat and contemporary

Savo $265 on this 3pr.."Luke Lather" Grouping!
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LIMITED TIME ONLY! SENSATIONAL SOFA BUYS FOR $299 AND $39911BUY THE 3PC GROUPINGS AND SAVE EVEN MORE!
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